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Clayton, New Mexico, June 15, 1918
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Clayton.

Jno. V. Curry, special agent of
the Treasury department was in
Clayton the first of Hie week.
Miss Ethel Stewart returned Mon
day from her vacation spent in Fort
Worth, Texas.
Mrs. Annie Creager left Tuesday
for Ft. Worth, Texas, to visit rela
lives.
A. F. McDonald, who has spent
sometime here on business returned
to his home in Lubbock, Texas, Wed
nesday.
E. A. Rowlings and family left
Monday for Kansas City,
Kans,
where they will make their home,
Mr. and Mrs. II. O. Rexroad left
Tuesday for Kingman, Kans, to
visit their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Hen Simpson, have
returned to thir old at Gasoline,
.

lexas.

W. It. Harvey, of Amarillo, spent
a few days in Clayton on business.
J. J. Heringa, postmaster at Pasa
monte, spent Tuesday in Clayton.
Miss Alta Oliver,
of the Tale
neighborhood, was shopping in Clay
ton Thursday.
J. W. Wyatt, of Kansas is visiting
his son, J. II. Wyatt.
R. H. Carter left Monday for his
home at Haton.
Mrs. X. O. Bechtol.i, of Amarillo,
arrived in Clayton Monday to join
her husband who is working for
the Bone Constructing Co.
Attorney T. F. Savage made a
business trip to Des Moines the last
of the week.
Mrs. Godlove, of Hayden, is visiting Miss Bettie Magruder.
Mrs. Zena Holt, of Amarillo, is
visiting tho G. W. Slack family.
Miss Mamie Charlton, who has
been employed by the Civil Service
Commission at Washington, is visiting her parents, M and frs. H. C.
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Charlton.
L. E. Kiser, of the Collins Investment Co., is spending the week in
Amarillo on business.
II. C. Abbott, of Mt. Dora, was a
Clayton visitor the foro part of the
week.
Tom Wolford was in front his
ranch the first of tho week.
Eufracio Gallegos came up from
Gallegos on business Friday.
Manuel Martinez, of Logan, was a
business visitor to the county seat
the latter part of tho week.
Miss Ethel Stewart returned the
first of the week from a visit to relatives and friends in Dallas and other
Texas points.
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Keller returned
Monday from a visit with relatives
in Oklahoma City,
L. R. Ralston, the jewler, moved
his establishment to the Thompson
building, next to Azar's store this
week.
Miss Catharin Hill left Monday for
Holly, Colorado, where she will visit friends for the next few weeks.'
Marties Casadas, of Gallegos, was
in town Monday.
Eugenio Gallegos, Jr was in town
Monday.
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W. E. Oliver, cattleman of Amarillo, spent a fw days in Clayton.
J. M. Gray, of Joplin, Mo., who has
been spending Iho week in Clayton
on business and visiting J. A.
returned home Thursday.
Mrs. Nettie Chaffee, of Baker City,
Oregon, arrived in Clayton Monday.
She left Tuesday for Cone where
she will visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. V. A. Swayer.
Hugh Clary, appraiser for the Federal Loan Bank, spent the wok in
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ABOUT PEOPLE YOU
KNOW ABOUT
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This war is one of nations, not of armies, and all of our
one hundred million people must be economically and industrially adjusted to war conditions if this nation is to play its
full part In theconflict. The problem before us is not primarily a financial problem, but rather a problem of increased
production of war essentials and the saving of the materials
and the labor necessary for the support and equipment of our
army and navy.' Thoughtless expenditure of money for nonessentials uses up the labor of men, the products of the farms,
mines and factories, and overburdens transportation, all of
which must be used to the utmost and at their best for war
purposes.
The great results which we seek can be obtained only by
the participation of every member of the nation,' youi.g and
old, in a national concerted thrift movement. I therefore
urge that our people everywhere pledge themselves, as suggested by the Secretary of the Treasury, to the practice of
thrift, to serve the Government to their utmost in increasing
production in all fields necessary to the winning of the wnr,
to conserve food and fuel and useful materials of every kind,
to devote their labor only to the most necessary tasks, and to
buy only those things which are essential to individual health
and efficiency, and that the people, as evidence of their loyalty, invest all that they can save in Liberty lionds and War
Savings Stamps. The securities issued by the Treasury Department are so'many of them within the reach of every one
matter is"wU!&i.pen to
of opportunity
...that
all of us. To practice thrift in peace times is a virtue and
brings great benefit to the individual at all times; with the
desperate need of the civilized world today for materials and
labor with which to end the Mar, the practice of individual
thrift is a patriotic duty and a necessity.
I appeal to all who now own either Liberty l.ond.s or War
Savings Stamps to continue to practice economy and thrift,
and to appeal to all who do not own government securities to
do likewise, and purchase them to the extent of their means.
The man who buys government securities transfers the purchasing power of his money to the United States Government
until after this war, and to that same degree does not buy in
competition with the Government.
I earnestly appeal to every man, woman and child to
pledge themselves on or before the 28th of June to save constantly and to buy as regularly as possibly the securities of
the government, and to do this as far as possible through
membership in War Savings Societies. The 28th of June ends
this special period of enlistment in the great volunteer army
of production and saving here, at home. May there be none
unenlisted on that day.

continued on Last Page)

Pennington Red Cross Dance Success
m
An outrageous outburst of
In spile of the objections and niany
oeeurcd in Clayton Friday' obslicles put in the way of tho afniht when a crowd of men and fair by those opposed to dancing in
Imys under the leadership of Ignueio Hie I'enuingion
community, it is reOler a. d SEcrapiu Viera visited ihe ported, the anee given in the school
home of "Irish" F.llis, broke tlx- - u bi- house last Saturday night was an
ll. u lights out of the house, smashed
excellent one and the sum of !?80.55
in (he door ami after ti r.'orb'lng the
was raise ! for the Red Cross. While
driK.igcd
neiijliborlunxl
F.llis
entire
from his bed, placid ; rope around all taking part in the dance work
l is i, ;! and compelled
him to walk Irani and faithful, thinking only of
b:i:" fin led t
the city under threat the lied Cross. Special credit for
;f haiiiiii.
the success of the entertainment is
One ni' the missels thrown durillo
given
Tom I'ushudl, K. F. Steth-cam- p
back
on
of
niele
F.llis
struk
the
ib:'
pud I.. M. Lochart.
Hie henil and inflicted
severe scalp
II
nt
wound.
Scleral shots were ml
County Commissioners Meet
lie outbreak of the affair and that
ine County Conmiissiones. sitting
rei'eal)le incident did not result
.'rioii-l- y
is probably due to the quick as a hoiu'd of ciuili.alinu, were in
si'."! mi the greater part of the week.
oí
uriicn
the officials.
Steps are being taken lo prosecute I bey found the assessment for this
year to he equably made and found
i
Otero and .Visera to the limit
formal charge has yet" been made, oecassiou for very few changes, and
Vi' idu-a- ls
iilllio botli are being held in the city these heinr' in case.: Wl
t
to
failed
had
iv;;,ia'
J ul without
bond, hut it is probable
of their assessable property.
that n ehearge of assault with intent
to kill will be liled iif'iinst them by The members of I lie board stale that
'AsMnUnt District Attorney Collins too much credit and praise cannot be
accorded Mr. Alexander for the exbefore the day Is past, ;
cellent,
oír In son 'of the assessor's
buliy
nop
F.llis
The
attack
H'us
ivas
made about eleven o'clock mid was office.
stopped a few minutes afterward
'
Ml. Dora Child Operated Upon
uhrn Deputy Sheriffs llanna, Tobe
The
four year old daughter of Mr.
a
I!o
took
Fr.snk
hand
cr
an
and
lie;
and arrested the I wo leaders. Filis and Mrs. Luther Shane, of Mt. Dora,
folivas placed in the county jail for safe is reported improving in health
comlowing
to
opperalion
an
relieve
keeping. It i ; reliably reported that
.Marshal Ucrliu took no step to stop plications of measeis which nearly
.i
. , .
i ..
i
Friends of the
me oiiu.iii
oils pi occciinig alio ap- caused her death.
family will be glad to learn that the
pealed to by Kllis for protection.
..This burst of patriotism worthy oí little lady is now out of danger and
any of the Kaiser's Huns followed on tho way to complete recovery.
County Commissioners Meet
mi incident brut about by the condition of the times for which some
House Parly at Dr. Oliver's
of our leaders in war work in the
One of the most enjoyable affairs
nation must be held to blame the
stirring up of jingoism and hatred of the week was the week end house
parly given by Ir. Oliver last Saturthru too great patriotic fervor.
Fllis.alleged (o be more or less of day night and Sunday. Those who
a half-wi- t,
and at one time an inmate enjoyed the hospitality of tho Oliver
of an Oklahoma asylum, appeared the Misses Wilma Hardin, Catherin
upon the street dressed in white Hill, Helen Hill and Gladys While;
ousel's and a blue shirt. Tbe com- Leonard Herzstein, Harrold Rieves,
bination, coupled with his florid face Jean Fortney, Tom Wolford, and
and red hale, was the cause of jest Mrs. Maude Crawford.
and annoyance upon the part of the
Yincyard-Nulp- h
small boys as well as some of the
At
ranch
home of Rev. Mills,
the
larger ones.
. .

C WAR SAVINGS STAMP DRIVE
PUNS MAKING RAPID HEADWAY
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WOODROW WILSON

THIRTY AUTO MLCII ANICS GO
TO AUSTIN', TEX FOR TRAINING
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A noting cf the committees of
the War Savings Stamp drive, was
held in the Schleter, Building, in
tho room formerly occupied by the
Purcell store, which has been
as W. S. S. headquarters for
the drive, Thurday night. '
The committees reported that the
work was well in hand and that
there was no doubt that L'nion County would do as always and oversubscribe the large quola!assigned her.
It. W. Isaacs, W. S. S. Chairman
of Union County presided.
The
committee on school district quotas
filed their report, which is given
in detail in another column, and
tho other committees reported very
f
favorably.
It was proposed by Charlie Mitchell that a small sum be raised to
offer in prizes to tho outlying districts which oversubscribed their
quotas by the largest percentage of
such quota. The matter was discussed to some length and the suggestion adopted.
Claytonj or dis-
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Washington, D. C, May 30, 1918.
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Regretable Outburst of
HAPPENINGS AND
Jingoism Stopped by
WHEREABOUTS
County Officials

President Proclaims June28th
as National War Savings
Day
A Proclamation By the President of the United States--
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Union County mem,
Column for volunteer auto
mechanics anil drivers left Clayton
last Sunday for Austin, Texas; for
an-Wa-

training.
A letter received from Tim Boggs
reports their safe arrivial and their
desire to thank the Clayton people
who thotfully provided them with
lunch for tho tip.
Those who left were:
Samuel J. Henton, Paul K. Kingsbury, James F. Smith, Lawrence C.
Kingsbury, Carroll C. Caldwell, Ralph
D. Hutchinson, Robert F. Boggs, William F. Smith, John 0. Woods, Charles E. Teague, Antonia D. Chavez,
Elon C. Bradbury, Nicholas Martinez,
George Lawrence, Arthur B. Carpenter, Earl M. Myers, Ellsworth H.
Barnes, Charles W. Renshaw, Henry
Pachta, William A. James, Minor
Riggins, Joseph Bu Riggins, Woodie
J. Herring, Oscar O. Merritt, Raymond Huff, A. C. Barton, Farnie C.
Gatewood, Earl Vandruff, Delbert
Briggs, Albert II. Briggs.

.

Sneering cheers for the ml, white

.Monday

afternoon Vernon Vineyard,

and blue, and other taunts were of Dalhart, and Miss Bernice Nulph,
flung nt Filis for some time before if Tex line, were united in marriage.
lost his temper mid told them to The witnesses were Dr. L. M. Fruth
The young coup
take their "damned ml, white and and Slats Rankin.
blue and go to hell."
He followed le have made their home in Clayton
the statement with a carelessly flung for several months, the groom being
stone, which missed bis tormcnters employed at the Mission Theater and
and broke a large plate glass win- the bride at the First National Bank.
They have many friends in Clayton
dow in the Opera Bar.
Immediatly Otero and Miera raised and vicinity who join the News in
the cry of
following extending heartiest congratulations.
the example set them by some of
Dr. Chambers Returns Home
our leading organization members,
Dr. R. O. Chambers, who has been
and their enthusiasm at the prospect of showing their great pat- in Clayton the past several weeks atriotism by jumping onto a help- tending his son, Dr. W. C. Chambers,
less individual, attracting a crowd has returned to his homo in Ohio.
as devoid of patriotism as they, Dr. W. C. Chambers is reported mich
improved in health.
they followed Kllis to his home.
Such enthusiasm would be commendable in the trenches on the Lelutenant Edmondson Transfered
Relatives of Leiutenant 8. M.
Western Front, and should the prospro-Germ-

on,

M. R. C, have received
ecution of the two ring leaders fall,
the News recommends that the ex- word of bis transfer to the Sparten-burS. C, Base Hospital.
emption of Otero jand Miera, on
no matter what grounds made, be
Visiting the Franklins
revoked and they bt? given a chance
Miss Daisy Franklin, of St. Joseph,
to bully a few Germans on the road
Mo arrived in Clayton Sunday, and
to Berlin.
will spend a month here as the
guest of Mr. and Mrs, W. L. Franklin.
Here on Business
Joo Steel, of Canyon City, Texas, Miss Franklin is tho possessor of a
was In town a few days this week diploma in Red Cross first aid work
visiting frinds and relatives.
and instruction.
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Coal, Ice and Transfer Company
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CLAYTOJf,

MEXICO.
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EMPEY HAS NARROW ESCAPE WHILE ON PATROL DUTY
IN NO MAN'S LAND.

W.M. LESLIE, M.D.
PHYSICIAN

AND SURGEON.

On Deaa'a Baker?.
CHARLTON BLDO, PHONIC MS
CLAYTON,
W MBXICO.

Dr. C. E. KELLER
DKNTTIT.

Ortr Deaa'a Bakery.
Offlaa Pkaa

Claytoa.

101-- B

COL E. U. JACOBS
AUCTIONEER.
Meat

Baperteaeea
Coaatr.

la 17alaa

Sarlefaetloa Gaaraateed.
CXATTON,

NEW MBXICO.

t--i

Dr. J. C. KISNER
OBNERAL. PRACTICE.
Offlaa Hast ta Talapkoac

Ei-akaa- aa

la Charltoa Batidla,
( UTtol, N. M.
Also Specialist en Reotum. Bar,
Nose, Throat. Stomach. Dlaeaaea
of Woman and Children.
Offloe Hours 10 to 11 a. m. 1 to
I p. m. Uundar: 1:10 to 9:10 a. aa.
Other hours by appointment.
Offlaa Pkeaa Bat.

Union Tide and
Loan Co.
ABSTRACTS, PLATS,
CONVEY ANCINO,
NOTARY.
Clayton,
New Mexico.
:-

-:

:- -:

Synopsis. Fired by the sinking of the Lusltanla, with the loss of
American Uvea, Arthur Guy Empey, an American living In Jersey City,
goes to England and enlists as a private In the British army. After a
short experience as a recruiting officer in London, he Is sent to training quarters In France, where he first hears the sound of big guns and
makes the acquaintance of "cooties." After a brief period of training
Empey's company is sent into the front-lin- e
trenches, where he takes
his first turn on the fire step while the bullets whls overhead. Empey
learns, as comrade falls, that death lurks always In the trenches.
Chaplain distinguishes himself by rescuing wounded men under hot
fire. With pick and shovel Empey has experience as a trench digger
In No Man's Land. Exciting experience on listening post detail. Exciting work on observation post duty.
CHAPTER XVI

Continued.

13

Quite a contrast to Wilson was another character In our brigade named
Scott: we called him "Old Scotty" on

account of his age. He was
although looking forty. "Old Scotty"
had been born In the Northwest and
had served In the Northwest Mounted
police. lie was a typical cowpuncher
and Indian flehter and was a dead shot
(with the rifle, and took no pains to
fdlRgulse this fact from us. Be used to
care of his rifle as If It were a
(take In his spare moments you could
see htm cleaning It or polishing the stock. Woe betide the man
who by mistake happened to get hold
of this rifle; he soon found ont his
error. Scott was as deaf as a mule,
and It was amusing at parade to watch
him In the manual of arms, slyly
glancing out of the corner of his eye
at the man next to him to see what
tho order was. How he passed the
doctor was a mystery to us; he must
have bluffed his way through, because
he certainly was Independent. Beside
him the Fourth of July looked like
Good Friday. He wore at the time a
large Bombrero, had a Mexican stock
saddle over his shoulder, a lariat on
hanging
his arm, and a "forty-flve- "
from his hip. Dumping this paraphernalia on the floor he went up to the
recruiting officer and shouted: "I'm
from America, west of the Rockies,
and want to Join your d
d army.
Tve got no nse for a German and can
shoot sorao. At Scotland Yard they
turned me down ; snld I was deaf and
so I am. I don't hanker to ship In with
outfit, but the
d
a d
cavalry's full, so I guess this regiment's better than none, so trot out
your pnpers and I'll sign 'era." He told
them he was forty and slipped by. I
was on recruiting service at the time
he applied for enlistment.
It was Old Scotty'8 great ambition
to be a sniper or "body snatcher," as
Mr. Atkins calls It. The day that he
was detailed as brigade sniper he celebrated his appointment by blowing the
whole platoon to fags.
Being a Tank, Old Scotty took a liking to me and used to spin some great
yarns about the plains, end the whole
platoon would drink these In and ask
for more. Ananias was a rookie compared with him.
The
and discipline
could not agree, but the officers all
liked him, even If he was hard to manage, so when he was detailed as a
sniper a sigh of relief went up from
the officers' mess.
Old Scotty had the freedom of the
brigade. He used to draw two or
three days' rations and disappear with
his glass, range finder and rifle, and we
would see or bear no more of him
until suddenly he would reappear
with a couple of notches added to
those already on the butt of his rifle.
Every time he got a German It meant
another notch, lie was proud of these
notches.
But after a few months Father
Rheumatism got him and he was sent
to Blighty; the air In the wake of his
stretcher was blue with curses. Old
Scotty surely could swear ; some of his
outbursts actually burned you.
No doubt, at this writing, he Is
"somewhere In Blighty" pussy footing
t oo a bridge or along the wall of
some munition plant with the "G. R."
or Home Defense corps.
fifty-seve-
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G. W.

BAKER

Auctioneer
Ton Dave Tried the Rest
Now Try the Best.
Address or Phone Me at
Seneca, New Mexico.

COL GEO. GOODYEAR
. COL J. A. SOWERS
AUCTIONEER!

Thirty years' experience In
livestock, townatte and general
aalea crying. All work will be
appreciated. Write Col Howera
at Honcca, or phona Wanatte;
write CoL Qocdyear at Clayton,
or phona or luqulr. First National Iiank.
SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

THE CLAYTON

PLUMBING &
HEATING CO.
N. B. LUM. President.
I C VADER, Seo. and Treas.

SaaHary Plnaiblaa;. Kaaart Par.
sice Wark aad RaaaMaaj
CLAYTON,
NEW MEXICO

CHAPTER XVII.
Out In Front
After tea Lieutenant Stores of our
ley Hon, cara. Into the dugout and in

Adjacent to oar billet was an open
I ran smash Into our wire, and a sharp
field. Wo got busy at one end of It and
challenge, "'Alt, who comes there
rang out I gasped out the password, constructed a stage, We secured the
and, groping my way through the lane lumber for toe stage by demolishing
in the wire, tearing my hands and an old wooden shack In the rear of
uniform, I tumbled into our trench and our billet
The first scene was supposed to repwas safe, but I was a nervous wreck
for an hour, until a drink of rum resent a street on the Bowery In New
Xork, while the scene of the second
brought me round.
act was the Interior of the Diamond

formed me that I was "for" a reconnol-terin- g
patrol and would carry six Mills
bombs.
At 11 :80 that night twelve men, our
lieutenant and myself went ont In
front on a patrol In No Man's Land.
We cruised around In the dark for
about two hours, Just knocking about
looking for trouble, on the lookout for
Boche working parties to see what
they were doing.
Around two In the morning we were
carefully picking our way about thirty
yards In front of the German barbed
wire, when we walked Into a Boche
covering party nearly thirty strong.
Then the music started, the fiddler rendered his bill, and we paid.
Fighting In the dark with a bayonet
Is not very pleasant The Germans
took It on the run, but our officer was
no novice at the game and didn't follow them. He gave the order "down
on the ground, hug It close."
Just In time, too, because a volley
skimmed over our heads. Then In low
tones we were told to separate and
crawl back to our trenches, each man
on his own.
We could see the, flashes of their
rifles In the darkness, but the bullets
were going over our heads.
We lost three men killed and one
wounded In the arm. If It hadn't been
for our officer's quick thinking the
whole patrol would have probably
been wiped out
After about twenty minutes' wait we
went out again and discovered that
the Germans had a wiring party working on their barbed wire. We returned
to our trenches unobserved with the
Information and our machine guns immediately got busy.
The next night four men were sent
out to go over and examine the German barbed wire and see If they had
cut lanes through it; if so, this presaged an early morning attack on our
trenches.
Of course I had to be one of the four
selected for the Job. It was Just like
sending a fellow to the undertaker's
to order his own coffin.
At ten o'clock we started out armed
with three bombs, a bayonet and revolver. After getting into No Man's
Land we separated. Crawling four or
five feet at a time, ducking star shells,
with strays cracking overhead, I
reached their wire I scouted along
this inch by Inch, scarcely breathing.
I could hear them talking In their
trench, my heart was pounding against
my ribs. One false move or the least
noise from me meant discovery and
almost certain death.
After covering my sector I quietly
crawled back. I had gotten about half
way when I noticed that my revolver
was missing. It was pitch dark. I
turned about to see if I could find It ;
It couldn't be far away, because about
three or four minutes previously I had
felt the butt In the holster. I crawled
around In circles and at last found It,
then started on my way back to our
trenches, as I thought
Tretty soon I reached barbed wire,
and was Just going to give the password when something told me not to.
I put out my band and touched one of
the barbed wire stakes. It was Iron.
The British are of wood, while the
German are iron. My heart stopped
beating; by mistake I had crawled
back to the German lines.
I turned slowly about and my tunic
caught on the wire and made a loud
ripping noise.
A sharp challenge rang out
I
sprang to my feet, ducking low, and
ran madly back toward our lines. The
Germans started firing. The bullets
were biting all around me, when bang I

CHAPTER XVIII.
Staged Under Fire.
Three days after the incident Just related our company was relieved from
the front line and carried. We stayed
In reserve billets for about two weeks
when we received the welcome news
that our division would go back of the
Une "to rest billets." We would remain in these billets for at least two
months, this In order to be restored to
our full strength by drafts of recruits
from Blighty.
Everyone was happy and contented
at these tidings; all yui could hear
around the billets was whistling and
singing. The day after the receipt of
the order we hiked for five days, making an averrge of about twelve kilos
per day until we arrived at the small
.
town of O'
It took us about three days to get
settled, and from then on our cushy
time started. We would parade from
8:45 in the morning until 12 noon.
Then except for an occasional billet
or brigade guard we were on our own.
For the first four or five afternoons I
spent my time fi bringing up to date
my neglected correspondence.
Tommy loves to be amused, and being a Tank, they turned to me for
something new in this line. I taught
them how to pitch horseshoes, and this
game made a great hit for about ten
days. Then Tommy turned to America for a new diversion. I was up in
the air until a happy thought came to
me. Why not write a sketch and break
Tommy In as an actor)
One evening after "lights out," when
you are not supposed to talk, I Imparted my scheme in whispers to the section. They eagerly accepted the idea
of forming a stock company and
could hardly wait until the morning
for further details.
After parade, the next afternoon I
was almost mobbed. Everyone In the
section wanted a part in the proposed
sketch. When I informed them that it
would take at least ten days of hard
work to write the plot, they were bit--

if 7 "ztSE.
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Empey stages hie play under
difficulties but with great
Tho next Installment tells
'
about It

euo-oee- e.

(TO BB CONTINUED.)
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OF GRIEF

Dumb Agony of Cossack Woman, Tak
Ing Leave of Mate, More Impres-

sive Than Flow of Tears.

It was the square of Turievets (on
the Volga) that one of those tragle
fragments which life - casts up like
driftwood was flung at our feet A
of his matej
Cossack's leave-takin- g
that was all, a million times repeated
In a million different Izbas, in that one
summer. But it was more symbol of
woman's ancient and inarticulate grief.
These shawled and booted women of
the North are too burdened with
earth's sorrow to weep; they are like
dumb cattle in their woe. The soldier
himself was openly wiping his eyes on
his coarse, dusty, brown sleeve, while
under both arms he clutched absurdly;
two enormous loaves of black bread.
A dingy little child in Its mother's arm
fluttered uncomprehending hands la
the direction of the steamer ; but from
gray-eye- d
woman
the Mongol-cheekethere was no sign.
She neither touched her man in fare
well, nor offered any of those small
caresses by which we seek to mitigate
our grief. The sullen silence of the
North had laid its finger upon her,
but her eyes followed her mate with
the wild, unreasonable grief of the
forest sprung. She stood still star
lng, unaware of the baby In her arms,
while the steamer moved slowly out
Long after dusk
Into the gray
had closed down, I could see her face
straining In the gloaming like a mask
of despair. Olive Gllbreath in the
Tale Review.
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"Redhead" Is Farmers Friend.
"Redhead" Is a regular doctor of the
fruit orchard, systematically search
lng every crack and crevice in the
bark, and testing with his sharp little
augur every spot which looks as
though It might conceal beneath the
bark a
The hundreds of
little holes drilled in the bark do not
hurt the apple trees, but they mean
that many an apple-bore- r
has been
discovered and transfixed on red.
head's spearlike tongue, to be swallowed a second later with keen relish, or taken away to a gaping fledgs
ling.
The
woodpecker usually
selects a partly decayed tree In which
to chisel a hole for its nest Both;
father and mother bird take turns In
the excavating. The one that Is off
duty forages in the vicinity for grubs,
beetles, a little corn, and preferably
beech nuts. At a loving call from its
mate it returns promptly to take Its
turn on the Job about 20 minutes or
half an hour to the shift. "Redhead"
has a thrifty habit of storing away
nuts for the winter, frequently to be
appropriated, however, by the
tree-bore-
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Palace saloon, also on tho Bowery.
In the play I took the part of Abe
Switch, a farmer, who had come from
Pumpkin vllle Center, Tenn., to make
his first visit to New Tork.
In the first scene Abe Switch meets
the proprietor of the Diamond Palace
saloon, a ramshackle affair which to
the owner was a financial loss.
The proprietor's name was Tom
Twlstem, his bartender being named
Fillem Up.
After meeting Abe, Tom and Fillem
Up persuaded htm to buy the place,
praising it to the skies and telling
wondrous tales of the money taken
over ie bar.

ñ

r.

red-head-

4
A

Hidden Gun.

terly disappointed. I immediately got
busy, made a desk out of biscuit tins
in the corner of the billet, and put up
a sign "Empey & Wallace Theatrical
Co."
About twenty of the section,
upon reading this sign, immediately
applied for the position of office boy.
I accepted the twenty applicants, and
sent them on scouting parties throughout the deserted French village. These
parties were to search all the attics for
discarded civilian clothes, and anything that we could use in the props
of our proposed company.
About five that night they returned
covered with grime and dust, but load-e- d
down with a miscellaneous assortment of everything under the sun.
They must have thought that I was
going to start a department store,
Judging from the different things they
brought back from their pillage.
After eight days' constant writing I
completed a two-ac- t
farce comedy
which I called "The Diamond Palace
Saloon." Upon the suggestion of one
of the boys In the section I sent a proof
of the program to a printing house in
London. Then I assigned the different
parts and started rehearsing. David
Belasco would have thrown up his
hands in despair at the material which
I had to use. Just imagine trying to
teach a Tommy, with a strong cockney
accent, to Impersonate a Bowery tough
or a Southern negro.

To Make Your Shoes Last
When your shoe leather gets dry oí
hard, you should oil or grease it, says
the popular Science Monthly. To do
this, first brush off all mud and then
wash the shoe In warm water, drying it
with a soft cloth.
While the uhoe is still wet, apply the
oil or grease, rubbing it in with a swab
of wool, or better still, with the palm
of the hand.
After treatment, the
shoes should be left to dry In a warm
but not In a hot place. Castor oil la
recommended for shoes that are to bo
polished. For plainer footgear, fish oil
and olelne or any one of the less expensive oils may be substituted with
very good results.
Used Vast Amount of Wire.

It has been estimated that the wire
In the cores and sheathing of the
world's submarine cables that have
been made since they were first naed
In 1857, would reach from the earth
to the moon.
Optlmletlo Thought
Remember kindnesses received; for
get those we have done.
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The STATE BANK of COMMERCE
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CLAYTON'S LEADING DRl'G STORE
Carrying a COMPLETE line of the famoiií

"THE ROLL of IIONOlt BANK

Rexal Remedies
and Toilet Articles
Everything in Uio lino of dnijr sundries.
Lorgcst Soda Fountain In (l .jtnii

anser &

'

0 wens

Clayton, New Mexico

Jr.

EVERYTHING FOR MENS AND YOUNG MENS' WEAR
Now showing a full lino of summer

.

:

,

Get a Price for your Broom Corn
We are getting the highest market prices for the broom corn and
other produce marketed for members of this society. Many
trading at the "Equity"
farmers are saving money
INVESTIGATE

,

The Farmers' Society of Equity, Ltd,
Managcrr

V. L. SWAGERTIE,

FIRST HERE

COURTESY

Murphy

OUR HIGHEST AIM is to make our friends
feci at homo when they visit our store.
E.'l IEN DLI NESS, COURTESY, QUALITY MERCHANDISE the platform upon which wo have

What the Science is and
what it has accomplished

r.'

Simon Herzstein Clothing Company

:J

'

.Morictta

CHIROPRACTIC

garments in late styles and fabrics
The Home of HART SCIIAFFNER & MARX Clothes
Lato showing of summer garments in our ladies
"Ready-to-Wea-

i

-

Simon Herzstein Clothing Company

4

Slate, County and City Depository
Open an account with
a Conservative Bank
and grow with us

Within recent years sensible people in all parts of the world have
awakened to the fact that tho science
of chiropractic is the most remarkable and wonderful discovery of tho
twentith century. At first the sceptical refused to believe that the
causes of various diseases could be
removed, and the disease itself cured, by the simple science of chiro- proclie, but the results that have
been obtained in recent years have
cast aside all semblcnco of doubt.
Today the 'science- is recognized as
the most remarkable discovery of
the medical world, and every day
to the new, but
brings new cunvi-rtthoroly tried, method of curing.
And there is a reason why tin?
science of chiropractic should have
a large following..
Common sense
tells us that the brain is the power
plant of the lwilya wonderful dynamo that radiates the power to
give us life and the spinal column
is the medium thru which the brain
,.
power. Any
conducts its
pressure on the nerve where it leav1 es the vertebral column must necessarily cause disease in that organ
or tissue at which the nerve ends.
In order to control this disease it
is necessary to Ket at and relieve
this presure, and right there is
where the science of chiropractic
performs a wonderful service. Chi
ropraciic is. a nupie siuuy 01 me
spinal column and the brain the
nerve center of the "human body
Chiropractors' are successfully re
moving the causes of stomach, bowel
liver, kidney, head, throat 'and lung
Even acute and chronic
Jtrouble.
cases. are yielding readily to this
science.
1'atienls who have long
suffered agd who have given up all
hope of recovering from various disease have found relief and in many
cases complete cure from chiropractic' methods.
Clayton and .Union County people
are particularly fortunate in having
Dr. Morietla Murphy, a graduate
chiropractor, in this community. Dr.
Murphy lias made an extensive study
of the science of chiropractic and
tho fct that she is producing excellent results from the practice of the
science is evidenced by the largo
number of patients she ha9 in this
Many
and neighboring counties.
sufferers come to Dr. Murphy from
neighboring tales for tratriient.
Dr. jMurphy plans the installation

established our substantial patronage.

MODERN REST ROOM

FOR WOMEN

AND CHILDREN

George H. Wade & Co.
CLAYTON

NEW MEXICO

TTDPT

TP

-

rrrT in nn mtV
SEEDS
A

Will produce crops in any kind of soil
f. Highest market price
paid for beans and grain seed

Four States Seed Gompany
W. L. Franklin, Manager

-

s

S. E. Lane Land Company
REAL ESTATE
Doing a general land business in

tbe Land of Plenty

Claytob, New Mexico
..

;

life-givi-

;
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Fresh Bakery Goods
Every article of Bakery Goods turned out at this shop Í3 properly
blended with the weat flur substitutes that are necessary.
We are members of the Food Administration.
TRY OUR BREADS AND PASTRY GOODS

MORALES BAKERY
NEW MEXICO

CLAYTON

Peoples Tailor and "Hat Works
and
SAVE ON YOUR CLOTHING Modern methods of
pressing will not only save and lengthen the life of your clothes,
but will make them look like new at all times :: Work dono at
::
::
this shop is guaranteed to be satisfactory
dry-cleani- ng

HATS CLEANED BLOCKED AND REMODELED
L. D. TURNER, Proprietor.
CLAYTON

NEW MEXICO

No Home is Complete Without Music
Full line of the famous Edison Diamond Disc machines and Columbia musical instruments. Late recards for both machines
All kinnds of .musical instruments

MUSIC CO.

FISHER-DAVI- S
Clayton

::

HAMMOND

A NEW

BUILDING

v.

New Mexico

I

THE

CLAYTON STEAM LAUNDRY
::

CLAYTON

::

::

::

::

::

NEW MEXICO

"YOU FURNISH THE GIRL AND
WE'LL Fl'RNISII THE HOME."

furniture and house furnishings.
Everything for the home at prices that are right.
Yiclrolas and Records

Complete

line of

high-gra-

de

F. P. KILBURN
Clayton, New Mex.

FURNITURE

.

UNDERTAKING

Everything Electrical

We carry a Complete

lino of Electrical
Fixtures, including lamps, globes, labor
saving devices of all kinds.
Wiring done under contract.

J. H. ARMENTROUT
::

CLAYTON
"

ii

::

::
n

ii

::

::
ii

ii

II

i

::

You can save both TIME and MONEY
by transacting your business over the
"Long Distance."
Connections with
all cities on the Bell System.

Telephone

Clayton-Texlin- e

F. II. CLARK, Mgr.

WITHIN

REACH

OF

nerves are the wirees
connect your brain with
organ of your body.

BEST EQUIPPED CHIROPRACTIC

COME TO MY OFFICE AND LET ME SHOW YOU THE DRUGLESS

NEW MEXICO

Don't Write: Use The TELEPHONE

(Continued on Editorial Page)

HEALTH IS NOW

HAVE

Careful attention given to all classes of laundry work.
Every article is handled under the personal supervision of tho
manager."
Special care is given delicate fabrics.
'Phone and the laundry wagon will call

ng

Your spine is the index to your
Your brain is
entire system.
your power plant and your

.7

Save on Your Laundry Work

OFFICE

ALL
which

every

IN THE STATE

WAY TO HEALTH AND STRENGTH

DR. MARIETTA MURPHY, DO. D. C. PH. C.
Vz BLOCK NORTH of POSTOFFICE

.7

CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO

Co.

TUS CLAYTON NEWS.

The VILLAGE CRIER COLUffi
--

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS 'Klean
Write" manufactured for this cli
male. Guaranteed. $1.00 each, for
ny machine. News Office.

Ofaelal Payer
V. S.

SAL E Three show cases,
Apply Fruth's Farmacy, Clayton

Vmm

OWNER

J

-

Otflea

in

n ririn

THE CLAYTON; NEWS
Estere la the Paat Office at Ciarte,
Kew MeaJe, aa
coa Claaa mall mat-te- r,
Oeteker 26, 1MÍ, aaaer tae aet ef
March a. 187,

G. C. Smith,

VOIl

FAR SALE; Three

ii

A Column of OPPORTUNITIES for Every News Reader
Rate: One Cent per Word per Issue

aa EDITOR

White Holland

urkcys, cheap. P.

O. Box 509.

To Put the KIBOSH on

PUTTING THE PEOPLES'
BUSINESS IN SHAPE

the

Kaiser-SAV-

ss rpr

FOR'SALE One National Cash
ister. R. E. Wherritt.
(

f tJalaa

Edgar Sherman,

reg-

FOR SALE Furnitnre. Beds, dressers, stoves, chairs, dining room

sot and other household soods.
quire 224 Monroe St.
21--

In26

THE IfEWIHAN

WANTED Every reader of this paper to find out by actual experinewspapers for jjpblishing those of ence that advertising in these colan essential nature.
umns pay9. We guarantee resulta.
The News is hard hit by the elimination of the delinquent tax list. FOR SALE Incubators,
Implements,
The publication of that list amountnousenoia
and
iurniture
anything
ed to nearly a thousand dollars. But salable can be
sold with nn oH in
The News stands the loss with a these columns.
grin. That thousand dollars would
have come in handy with paper of
all kinds going over the top, ydt
the News advocates any measure
ANNOUNCEMENT .
that will put the peoples' business
Dr. L. B. MASSEY
ii a more business like basis and
we ran stand the rub when such
Chiropractor, has Opened an
curtailment hits our own bankroll.
Office in the Love Bldg. on
It will add .est to our working for
Main SL, Clayton, N. M. He
will Make a Specially of Cro-nsuch measures that will hit the other
fellow's roll.
Diseases.
The real newspaper of today does
not depend, to any great large ex
tent, upon political patronage. The
real newspaper charges a price for
t,s service and a prir for its adver
WALTER
T. TRAVIS
tising space and leads public policv
PHYSICIAN
rather than dogs it for the crumbs.

E!
;no. Fine tone, in fine condition
The delinquent tax list of Union
Pennies make dollars.
Address Mrs. C. P. Suthers, Clayton. County will not be published this
A bargain at 250.
every person in the United Stat
If
232425 year, as it has been in years as
far
es
saved
a penny a day the total
back as runs the Newsman's mem- STRAYED On STOLEN One sorrel
amount save-- would exceed one mil
ory.
horse, 5 years old, weight about
The State Supreme Court has rul lion dollars. One million dollars a
I ICO pounds, in good condition, with
brand "connected ST' on left thigh. ed that posting the list of delinquent day means $305.000.000 a war.
If the American people will save
"10 reward. Notify J. TV Newton, taxes in the court house and the
ten
pennies one dime each, eac
'
Cl.idslone, N. M.
23436 publication of the fact that the list
was posted there is sufficient pub day for a year the total will reach
almost the amount of the Second
licity.
HENRY JIESPRESS Your cousin,
In such a wav is the neonles' bus Liberty Loan, four billion dollars
The little- inickle makes the bin
Dick Resprcss, is looking for you, iness coming to be run like the bus
who leu North Carolina vears asm iness of a hard headed corporation. niuckle, as the thrifty Scot would
Address Box 380, Statesboro, Ga. 23 if an abstract thing like a corpora- say, and when next vou hesitate and
say 'to yourself that your little dime
tion can be said to have a head.
Many more reformes of similar wont help, remember these figure
Lost While femal hull dog,
'd
cars and tail. Wearing collar, nature are needed, and will fome, and save the dime..
Remember that the miuhl of the
answers to name "Lady". Rewrd for eventually, as the people come to
depends upon your mite of
nation
take
more
return to News office."
a
of
hand
public
in
24
saving.
We realy look forward to the
A dime a day apiece for every one
time when foolish expenditure of
CLAYTON, N. M.
Phone 229
or
FOR SALE 320 acres of good farm- the public
us here m America means two LET 'EM HOLLER,
funds will be as the foolbillion dollars for the men in the Mil. .MARSHAL
ing land. Located Hi miles West ish expenditure of
of a
oí (irenville, N. M price right. Will corporation, a thing the funds
by Christmas.
not to be even trenches
take Automobile for part payment.
It Ts true that all the dollars in the Considerable indignation
thot of. In many instances, today,
has been
J. H. Rutledge, Clayton. N. M. 2526 the public money is being expended world will not buy victory victory manifest over the
action of Marshal
won.
is
But dollars can brink- vic Kerlin in attempting b- check the
Frank
Blue
FOR SALE To thrifty investors-- War in a manner, not unlawfully, nor tory closer when converted into
the demonstration of the men who left
wastefully,
more
but
than
ineffi
Savings Stamps at any post
bread, bullets, beef and beans those
for the training camps last Sunday.
office in Union County and many of ciently because some foreotten law who are fighting to win It
A.TTOR.NEY AND
need.
upon
our
statute
The cheering and overliowing smr- books
says
that
the better stores. Help your governA dime hoarded is a slacker. A
such
t
young
and
procedure
such
of
those
men
was but nat
of such
ment by starling a "thrift card."
and such body of public servants dime wasted is a traitor. A dime ural. They were telling Clayton, and
CLAYTON,
NEW MEXICO
is
saved
a
patriot.
The hoarded dime Clayton people goodbye in the only
siiouiu ne published.
represents
Telephone
power:
Exchange
Bldg.
idle
FURNISHED ROOM Desirable
the
wasted
Such publicity was supposed to be
manner they could.
room with bath for rent. 113
check upon dishonest and ineffi dime wasted power; but a dime savBetter cheers than tears, Marshal.
Madison Ave.
Phone 1ÍÓ.
24tf cient office holders. The people, in ed is power saved, labor saved, maIf they cheered a little louder
saved.
JERSEY COWS FOR SALE Some of truth, should know how
than the Sabbath calm seemed to
their affairs terial
The dimes saved represent power, call for, or
llmm fresh and others will be are being conducted by the men to
drove their cars a little
labor and material in action on the faster than the village
whom they have entrusted the
speed limit,
FOU SALE Good work team for
of the commonwealth. But battle front helping the American such action was excusable. It was
doughboys
go
to
over the top and on only youthful exhuberance and
sale after the first of May. Jesse m these days of camouflage and
it
II. Phillips, 1 mile eiist of town. 18tr war dispatches the publication of to Berlin.
nouni nave Deen encouraged rather
Every
you
time
forego
something than condemned.
such matter has assumed more or
you do not need you release labor
See L. W. Kingdom, Clayton, N. M less of a character of
MERCANTILE CO
Another quota of mem wilTsonn
favorable menDISTRIBUTORS
for quick farm loans.
tion to the office holders rather than and material the government does entrain, Marshal Kerlin. and our
More, you save the money advice is to
the public statement of public af- need.
let 'em holler.
YOU CAN'T LOSE Under our rethe unnecessary article would have We hope they
fairs.
make a real biW
your
money back plan it
sults or
One of the most flagrant of such cost and by lending it to Jhe governnoise in France so why mind a little
is impossible for you to lose by put- publications is
ment, also aid in ttiat way.
Still here at home?
George Creels' little
ting an ad in this column. Exchange paper
more
you weave a thread of strengissued
daily
in Washington at
that which you no longer have use the expense of
ARE YOL' DOING YOUR
th
the public, and pre- you into the most profitable habit SHARE
for for something you want. A
ap sumably for
can possibly acquire, the habit
TO HELP?
the amusement of the
guaranteed. Ask the Newsman.
newspaper men and postmasters, to ofjhrift. , You contribute to a doubFifteen business and professional
Get a good one from
its circulation is mostly lim- le victory one for humanity and one oncerns of Clayton are assisting the
CULTIVATOR
FOR SALE
John which
for
yourself.
walking cultivator, .almost ited. The Official Bulletin is supL. R. RALSTON
June 28th. is War Savings Stamp News in its fifteen week campaign
new, $.00; Leather harness, (10.00; posed to give the public authentic Day. On that Friday you, and all of to bring to the attention of nrosnee- information
concerning
the war. It
tive setllfis in this region the ad- Sewing machine, rlicap. C. P. TalTIffi JEWELER
does, loo. several days after the in- us, will pledge our government to antages of the county as a
bot, Clayton,, New Mexico.
farm
25
save
lend,
Corrqct
and
Watch Repairing and
it our savinirs. Yon ing,
formation has been made public by
stock raising and industrial com
can
pledge
Next
to News' Office
door
yourself
,
any
tovave
PICKED I'P Estray mare, bay, i the newspapers. And it has the admunity.
CLAYTON
NEW 'HEX
branded "LI" on left shoulder, ded value of being the staunch ally amount you please up to one thous
Every member of the News Family
i'i
"Quarter Circle TF" on left thigh, of the administration, right or wrong and dollars in the next six months. can help in this work. Send the
The government must sell two bilblaed face, badly wire cut and in The Official Bulletin and many of lion
It will cost you
dollars worth of Thrift and War News back home.
bad condition. Owner please call. the lesser publications of more or
a one cent stamp, but your old
Savings
Stamps
within the next six friends
K. E. Needier, six miles south-we- st
less official nature, as well as many
will be gla to hear from you
legal publications months. That is ten dollars apiece ana will learn of the affairs of the
of Texline. Mail Clayton, Route 3.25 of the
for
every
man.
woman and child in county
that appear in the press of the nayou have selected for your
STRAY NOTICE One sorrel mare tion, are quite
unnecessary and only the nation. An average of ten dol- new home.
lars apiece that means some of us
about
wearing haulter add to the financial burden
of the many of us. in
The News, and the advertisers on
when last seen. One sorrel mare taxpayer, or the litigant
fact must pledge the
at
law.
industrial page, are under con
to
save
ourselves
about
with spavin on Cutting out the publication of the
for and buy one siderable
left hind leg. One brown mare about delinquent tax list, lonsr the promise hundred, five hundred or even one campaign, expense to carry on this
thousand
with colt by side, One of patronage to newspapers
worth of these se- of News and ask the cooperation
that sup curities, ifdollars
readers to make it most
brown
a
we
mare about
able,.,to .make, up
porter tne party ror What there was
for some of the many who cannot effective.'
branded, One yearling horse colt iA it rather than from
belief in the
Patronize News advertisers and re- wearing colt weaner.
preepts of the party, is a step we save their share thru no fault of mail each issue to your friends
in L
own.
their
$10.00 reward
for information hope, toward the curtailment of oththe east or in neighboring states.
j
June
28th.
is
leading to recovery.
day
the
pledgthese
er inconsistancies in the conduct of
es must be in the hands of the gov- SCIENCE OF CHIROPRACTIC
B. A. Clason. Sofia, N. M. 2526 the peoples' business.
Out of the inky storm clouds he
comea, fha arrhmmn ii
MADE CLEAR TO READERS
i
There are some matters of public ernment selling agents appointed in
each
Make
district.
larger
it
than
There
is
nothing
(Continued
you
business
must be published! you
from Industrial Page)
Come
you possibly can and live
an Warrants that
can do to stop him from reaping
issued payable from the up tothink
a
of
sanitarium
iu Clayton within bis destructive harvest. Though,
your
it.
gov
It's
note to vour
renew it next public funds should be publihed in
ine next few months.
ernment.
you cannot prevent such damaga
This sani
tlme you are fuller detail; tho establishment of Union County's
tarium will be modern in everv" rea
you
qnoto
can protect yourself against
$230,080.00
is
new
roads and highways; bills paid Two
in totcn.
money loss by a
hundred and twenty thousand ped, and will be used for the patby city or village boards should be
ients who come here from distan
eighty dollars.
published in itimized form;ordinance and
points for treatment.
W e
In addition
save
that
much
more,
and
must be published that the people
to being a graduate chiropractor, Dr.
may know their intent and Denaltv: as we have done everything else that Murphy is
also an osteonaf h ami ha.
proceedings of county commissioners has been asked of us. And for the established an
same reason
excellent praclie in
BRAND
snouid be made public; in some inOiAMONO
eflh Hartford Firm naanmc Co, '
TO PUT THE KIBOSH ON KAISEft inis science.
stances in court procedure it is nec
Dr. Murphy, in the interview .ih At a very moderate cost you
BILL1
essary to secure what is known as Pledge
the writer statd, that" it would bo a have your crops guaranteed bycan
an
I1
"sunimonds by publication" where possible yourself to save as much as pleasure for her to explain
then save some morel
either insurance company that for 105
land titles are involved and for manv
of
years
these
sciences to interested non- has cheerfully, fully and
It
years to come more or les9 publicity still longer. Tho next session of the pie. Don't
for
Promptly paid every just riaii,
to try
Tr aiMiM
CND FILLS la Uno mnijA win be needed to clearly and prop- fctate legislature should carefully her advice, wait try everything u
lo bosee, caled rila BliKf)
but
(vibbos. TlKJi no Dim.
erly transact the business of the look into the publication lawa of the chiropractio at the the
Union County Agency
first and obtain
be
V
ak
State and United State land offices state and trim
- m mm. m m riLLa lor twentT-av...... Hi
iam
vvf
u mail vw immediate and permanent
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year regarded a Best, ftefaat,
IN BUSINESS FOR YOUR
Al a i aclUbla.
But dePDite thai formiriah.A lUt. nf. Aft
..
u jail ia(U, from suffering.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS seemingly essential publications, the rather than v.the.VitiB
PROTECTION
rate made by the Dr. Murphy welcomes
McFadden and III AV
EVERYWHERE
list that can be dispensed with is Mast assembly, should be allowed the will be glad to see you visitors and
at any time. CLAYTON
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AMERICAN SOUP KITCHEN IN ITALY
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na Eclipse Wood Windmill keeps your
water at tnc emaueet possible cost. Farm-wr- s
using It have proven this. Eclipsa Milla
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TREES fOR PALESTINE
Civilian Commission

Recommendation.

is

still pumping watac today without rapair costs

Aforettatlon and Improvement of Wa
ter Supplies Greatest of Country's Needs.

laftsr

b30 Yeara of Service

ftnfl out about tho wonderful noiilto '
six! superior conatructioi. of th KclipM.
-m
T
!
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London. Two principal recommendations which the civilian coiumis-- .
slon now In Palestine will make for
the reconstruction of that country
will be a scheme for beginning nforcs-tutloand a proposal for the conservation of water supply by storage and
by opening up old springs.
A preliminary
statement from a
member of the committee says: "The
greatest of alt Palestine's needs is
aforestatlon.
For centuries the land
has been denuded of Its trees, with
most disastrous consequences. For
the heavy ruins at certain seasons, Instead of benefiting the soil, over more
than four-fifth- s
of the area carry away
In rushing torrents much of the little
soli that remains on the high lands
and valley slopes.
"PuleHtlue has not always been treeless. The Roman emperors had valuable forest In the country, and Absalom was caught by the huir among the
trees, but today one might gallop from
Dan to Beersheba without having to
duck one's head to avoid a branch.
"Trees of rapid growth will be planted, and for the more cultivable distrees will be utiltricts
n,
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The canteen service of the American Ued Cross hns given a number of
portable kitchen trucks to the Italian government
The photograph shows
one of the new trucks.

BRITISHER HAS
CROP DOUBLER

The Superiority of Our Mill .Work

.

Is acknowledged vea by our strongest competitors.
Is holds its plaoe high ia the opinion of oar many
customers. Oar large stock, and upright dealings
impress people favorably, and we respectfully
your business when you are in the market for
scything in our line. Permit us to quote you our
prices.

Farmer Proposes New Method to
Increase the Yield of the
Soil.

so-Bf- iit

CLAIMS MANY

Provea Successful In the Experimental Stage British Government Exports Are Much Impressed
With Possibilities.

CLAYTON CONSTRUCTION CO.
NEW MEXICO.

CLAYTON,

ABSTRACTS A SPECIALTY

THE
CLAYTON ABSTRACT
COMPANY
INCORPORATED.
22. V. HARVY,

Phone) 223.

Manager.
CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO

We Are Not in Business for Our
Health, But to Save Your Soles
We are equipped with the very beet modern machinery for rework on boots and shoos, and we do audi work while yon wait.
In these tañes of expensive footwear 1 pare to heve rosxr old
bosta and shoos repaired, If she swpelrtog la done watt and done fat
Orne. Bat tf yea wear them matt Aqr are past redemption tt is
better to buy a new pair.
Sky one method of repairing and be con Tins ed of the fact that
"rqpasaed In time seres the eoa of a new pair of shoes." We nee
the beet material we sen get on She market.
W.

Xj.

KXAMT, ftfaaage.

The Clayton Electric Boot
Hospital

8c

Shoe

J

lf

London. In these days of cereal and
fodder shortage the farmer who succeeds In growing two blades where
one grew before would be looked upon
as a public benefactor, but an English
farmer has succeeded in going one
better and writes to the Times to give
details of the new method.
Be suggests that If his plan Is adopted there will be more grazing this
year, more beef next winter, more oats,
wheat and bay In 1019, and more graz-l- n
1919. If the new method Is as successful over a large acreage as It has
proved to be In the experimental stage
It may rightly be termed a discovery
In agriculture.
The new method is as follows:
In July, by the use of a specially
devised drill, a winter cereal and an
artificial fertilizer are simultaneously
drilled through any grass land Intended for haying the following year. By
September or October the cereal will
have mada a top growth of from eight
to ten Inches. This la then grazed off
with the grass by whatever Uve stock
is turned out upon it, and the grain,
nominally an annual, Is thus turned
Into a biennial by virtue of Its yield
of valuable grazing In the autumn pre
ceding the year of the normal grain
harvest.
Double Crop.
The autumn grazing encourages and
strengthens the roots of the cereal.
Owing to the protection from frost
given by the covering of turf, normal
spring growth begins earlier, more
beads are thrown up, development is
more rapid, and the grain ripens at the
same time as the bay, both being harThe harvesting Is
vested together.
done by means of an ordinary mowing
machine fitted with an extra knife at
the proper height above the grass to
cot the heads of the grain. The lower knife cuts the hay as usual and the
upper knife acts as a header.
A carrier behind the "header" knife
deposits the grain In a separate
swath.

those who want the best
Lumber to take the hint from
our "shingle." You can save
a lot of money by baying here
end still be sure of the beet
Qualities in hard and soft
fully seasoned and
woods
tree from knots, warplngs and
all Imperfections. Whether
you want tt for Indoor or outdoor work you win get superior Lumber from us.
Bee Onr Stock of torean Doors.
Cor

STAR LUMBER COMPANY
kbw mraoo.

Willing to Give All,

but Sought No Bond
Franklin, Pa. An old woman
entered a bank here and, producing a sum of money, said:
"I don't want a Liberty bond. I
hear my country needs the
money and I want to give it. It
is all I have, but Uncle Sam shall

take

it"

The matter was arranged to
her satisfaction, but she has a
Liberty bond unknown to her.

fruit-bearin-

g

ized.

"The storage of water in lakes and
reservoirs is comparatively simple. By
erecting small dams across certain
ways, a series of small reservoirs can
be constructed at little expense, creating a supply that will last throughout the dry season. In southern Palestine hundreds of uutural springs can
be opened which under centuries of
misrule have been allowed to choke
tip and fall Into disuse.
"Palestine today possesses an advantage It never had before In a first-clarailway connection with Egypt
All the surplus crops will find a ready
market In the growing Egyptian
cities."

ss
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Wolf II art is the
bride of James Harvey Hart, a wealthy retired Jeweler
years
of Brooklyn, N. T eighty-si- x
old.
The elderly bridegroom Tnet his
bride while she was employed as a
manicure In a Brooklyn barber shop.
Mr. Hart's children threatened to have
the marriage annulled.
Mrs.

clghteen-yeur-ol-

Catherine
d

Blind Knit Socks.
Albany, N. Y. Blind workers of the
Albany Association of the Blind have
turned in 67 pairs of socks to the Red
Cross for the "boys abroad."

tablished at the headquarters of the can be held. The attorney general has
supply service.
supported the ruling of the election
The various military units will have
their own orderlies to care for the
mall. The general post office will
for
New Service Is Installed
keep records which will make possible
Naming Dobbin Kaiser
the speedy redirection of letters InPershing's Men.
correctly addressed. Branch offices
Gets Owner in Trouble
will be established to take care of
the mail to and from troops attached
Oakland, Cal. Naming bis
Military Postal Expresa in France to the British and French forces.
horse "Kaiser" caused John
a
8lmllar to the French
Other branches will be set op for
of this city considerable
troops as they arrive In France.
8ystem.
trouble. John was talking rather loudly to the animal when he
TO
HOLD
FORGET
ELECTIONS
With the American Army In France.
was overheard by his neighbor,
A general order Just Issued estabHans Peterson.
lishes for the American expeditionary Two Towns In Oklahoma Overlook ImHans got the idea that John
servexpress
postal
military
portant
Event
a
and Officials
forcea
was referring to him, a loyal
system.
Will Hold Over.
ice similar to the French
American, as "Kaiser."
He
Under the adjutant general's office,
pulled Mendonca off his wagon,
City,
Oklahoma
Okla.
OklaD.
will
Two
Howe
Thorndlke
OoL
Lieut
beat him and knocked him Into
receive all mall for the American homa towns, Bdmond and Marlow,
the gutter. The Injured man had
"forgot"
hold
city
to
election this
forces, supervise Its distribution and
his
assailant arrested on a
attend to the collection and delivery year, and as a result the present city
charge of battery.
officials will hold over, according to a
to postal agents of outgoing mail.
The director will eatablish his own ruling by Joseph Morris, secretary of
regulations as to size and weight of the state election board.
The omission of primaries by both
French postal authorities are experipackages and will have close relations
with the allied postal authorities. A towns was an oversight the officials menting with American automatic and
central military post office will be es-- declared, and as a result, no elections semiautomatic telephones.

MAIL

K ItsaBeneficialSign

ADVANTAGES

The advantages claimed for this
method are many, among them being
the following:
The productive capacity of the land
Is doubled.
Old and valuable grass
lands are not only not destroyed, but
are Improved. Economy of labor
throughout; plowing and harrowing
are not needed ; both crops are gathered together, planting and rolling are
done at the seme time, and the grain
crop Is gathered with ease and certainty, as there Is no green growth
with the grain to be stood In the sun
to dry.
Economy of fertilizers.
A
saving of one-haof the seed usually
needed. The autumn grazing Is of a
fresh nitrogenous character. The pas
sage of the drills through the turf Ira
proves the surface drainage.
The
equal mixing of straw with the hay for
fodder. The great convenience of July
planting for the farmer.
Savea Permanent Pasture.
It is asserted that under this method
no permanent pasture need be broken
up, rather that the larger part of the
arable land might be put down to permanent pasture. The permanent pastures are In hay and corn one year and
grazed the next. In the spring of the
grazing year seeds of annual legumes
can be planted through the pastures
with the same machine as is used
to drill In the grain, not only on account of their feeding value, but also
to Increase the nitrogen In the soil for
the following cereal crop.
The drilling of the seed through the
turf is accomplished by a small knife
bladed foot that can be attached to
any drill in place of the disk.
Government experts have been so
Impressed with the possibilities of the
method that priority certificates have
been granted for the manufacture of
the fittings or the Import of any parts
which may be necessary If they cannot be obtained here In time for this
season's planting.
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jOil Co, is preparing to drill for oil.
He slated that the company has Iho
of Clayton, machinery on
the ground and from

THAVIS-CAMERO-

BATTERY AND DRESSING STATION

HEAVY

5

1

a

i

Dr. Walter T. Trai9,
and Mrs. Smlye Cameron, of Louis- the best
information he can learn
ville, Ky., were married In Pueblo, is that the company
is prepared to
Colo., last Tuesday evening.
go five thousand feet if necessary.
Dr. Travis lias been in Clayton for
Several oil companies aro interpast few weeks and bas gained a ested in
this field and offring as
host of friends. He camo from one
high
as
$4.00
per acre for leases. This
of the most prominent families in
Marion, Ky. Mrs. Travis is also of of course is for land closein ta tim
a prominent family and has won place where the United Oil Co., is
preparing to drill. It is evident that
many friends already in Clayton.
The many friends of Dr. and Mrs. these oil companies have cverv ma
Travis wish for them a happy and son to belivo that they will find oil,
or else they would not bo willing lo
joyous life.
They will njn.ke their future borne pay such a price for a lease on land
in wild cat country.
in Clayton.
So f.: r as we know, no oil has as yet
a rniExn.
been discovered in any part of UnUNION COUNTY HAS
ion Count'. But from the nelivifioa
FINK FIIOSI'ECTS FOIl OIL of the different companies operating
in Aorin onion uounly it i9 evident
Mr. Gripe of the Guy community that someone has some inside
inforwas in town Wednesday and paid the mation that somewhere holmw
- - " ihn.
lll
News office a
Mr.

visit.
Gripe Lives hills and rocks of the Cimarron thcro
near the place where the United is a pool or oil worth its millions.

BALI THE HUN
I'tovinV (he
of him.

hi

ys wild the things they nee.! lo mak

liort work

toins,
with.

lotlies aircraft, food munitions and the ships to get over
'Flies;? are (he things the boys need, and they
cost money
- h inks of it.
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The Illustration show a trench heavy aitillcry battery in action in the Soinme sector,
Itatlon Immediately In the rear of the fighting line In Flanders.
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mi a French dressing

National War Savings Day

ON

Hake a pledjje to buy War Savings Stamps

enniili during these if not iiiite. unanimously hopeful ful to dip the judiciary into politics
,ays. although tliey are 'that lehy may again have Judge Leih at (his time where the incumbent
has hail only one term, has made an
fraught with many anxieties and serve them as their district judge,
Naturally

The more (juickly our soldiers have all the
things they need, the
more quickly Ihe ships will be bringing our boys back to
us.

pre-clecti- oii

cheerfully borní obligations connected with war. some sane
thought must lie iveu the
matter of sleeting proper and rapa-bl- e
men to enforce ami administer
our Stale and National laws, and
to occupy our various pivernnieiital
officis County. State and National.
As judges of our courts it would
seem that, now more than ever before, perhaps, we should have men
of tried. slerliliK loyalty and ability
and fairmindedness. It would seem,
moreover, that wherever a Judicial
District in New Mexico is imw fortúnale enough to have upon Hie
bench a man noled for these qualities, the citizens of thai district
should stand solidly and unalterably
behind thai man for
We
earnestly believe that the Eighth
District of New Mexico has such a
man in the person of Thus. 1). Leib,
and thai the citizens of the counties
of Quay, Colfax. Taos and Union
comi.osin- - that district, are almost.
us

QUESTIONING

Judge Leih's rcord "made during
he past six and
lf
years just
ly entitles him to the high esteem In
which (he people of (he district
hold him ami to the conlldnce they
have in ins ability as a lawyer and
juristvvho is al .once fearless and
To the people of
conscientious.
northern New Mxico it is not considered necesary to nienetion, or
comm.- lit upon the manner in which
the laws have been enforced, the
lawless elements liallred and Ihe
enterprises which have been
known to all throttled.
Suffice
i! lo suggest that those
who have had
an opportunity to vvitnss conditions
change, pause and consider the
Iraiisformatioii.
No dooht there are several aspiring attorneys in the Kighth Judicial
District who would like very much
lo succeed Judge Leib as (he Denio-ciatnominee at the coming Slate
convention, but it would certainly
not only be unwise but also ungreat- I

one-ha-

enviable record during that term
and is willingfo serve for another.
To put forward another man in
the place of Judge l.eib at this timtj
would be tantamount to saying thai
the people disapprove of his administration.. That isn't the way Union Counly feels about it. and we
rust that Judge Leib will soon announce his willingness to again be
a candidate.

NATIONAL WAR SWINGS COMMITTEE
This space contributed for the winning of the War by
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HIS FIRST GERMAN PRISONER

If you are, we hope you are
not
the kind that will let "Woodrow
do it all" and feel that you can

o

spare it without embarrising yourself and not having to go with-

f
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mm
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r-r-s
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out something that you wanted,
you will "give two bits and
THANK GOD that you have
done your duty to the Country.
BE AN AMERICAN
FIGHT, FARM or FINANCE

..j.

The Nation wants to borrow
your money and it is your duty
to save that you may help it.
Sergt. John l.otz.ing.
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A., Is here neen talklnt; to the flrst Genuun
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Remember Thl.
Overwork Just befora
rvlng ot
meals, more than any other tiling, hat
kept women from being recognized by
man as equal thinkers.
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BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

TO THE LIMIT

R.. W. ISAACS

V"

THE CLAYTON NEWS

SUMMER

IS HERE,

WINTER

IS

COMING

COAL WILL BE SCARCE-TA- KE
THE ADVICE OF
GOVERNMENT AND RUY NOW
1

Thousands of our boys aro going down into the trenches today-cl- ean
M"any are soon
faced, determined, splendid young men.
to join the army of tho lame, the blind and the dead.
You can at least go down in your pockets for them.
Think it over be ready on
28-Nati-

War

onal

Day

Savings

There's an army Yes, a dozen armies of stalwart,
young men standing between you and tho grizzly Hun. These
young fellows arc giving their ease, their comfort, their friends
and homes, their bodies, the hope of life giving for you FOR
wind-bronz-

ed

YOU.

You can ut least loan your dollars to them.
NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS COMMITTEE
'liiis space contributed for the winning of the War by

BIG JO LUMBER CO..
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Clayton, N. M.

The sttlemcnt and development of
Clayton and Union County is best illustrated; by tho advancement of
city and rural school conditions during tho last several years. The first
question asked by a settler moving
into a new country is regarding the
school system, especially if that settler has a family of school age children, and the first tliinn the settler
does upon coming into a new country
is to start a movement for a school
house in his district.
The school system in 1'nion County
has experienced a most remarkable
development with in tlie lust six or
eight years. Six years ami but
teachers were employed in
this county, and these instructors
Totaught in forty-sevschools.

rht

MONEY TO LOAN
OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE CO.
MAKES LOANS ON NEW MEXICO IMI'ltOX EI) l'HOI'EKTY; EASY
TEHMS; QUICK SERVICE; NO DELAY.
The Inspector will call look over your farm, draw papers, etc.,
and thereby save you time and expense. Write or call on
E. U. DODSON, INSPECTOR
Clayton, New Mexico
Office with Clayton Abstract Co.
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Phone

223

or

131

en

day Union County-employone hunteachers, and the
dred and sixty-si- x
number of schools has been increased to one hundred and twenty. Of
this number a majority are one-roo- m
rural schools, due to the fact, of
course that Union County is primar-ial- y
an agricultural district and a

íiiniTPíi
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arc Good Tires
NtaTOQ

Now is the Time to Make Your Tire
Buying a Business Proposition
Now, in this time of war, it is
more necessary than ever to buy
tires for permanent economy.
Hundreds of thousands of motorists have found that business judgment in
leads straight to
United States Tires.
The phenomenal growth
of United States Tire Sales is
positive proof of this fact.
The unusually high quality

States tires has

Other Fellow's Ad
You are reading' this one.
That should convince you

that advertising in these
columns is a profitable
proposition; that it will
bring business to your
store. The fact that the
other fellow advertises ia
probably the reason he is
getting more business than
is falling to you. Would

it not be well to give

the other fellow a chance

To Read Your Ad
in Thec3 Columns?
(AS TANK LOST Somewhere in
the town of Clayton, gasoline tank
for gasoline range. Finder jilease return to Dr. Oliver, at the First National Hank, Clayton, and receive re25 tf.
ward.

of

XOTU'K
In the KlKhth Judicial

nam:
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READ the

YOU

District Court,
Within and For I'nlon County. N'. M.
No. 32 10
ns
Mary F. Brandstetter,
clevlHee of George Brand-Btetle- r,
Deceased. 1'lalntiff
large majority of her citizens are
vs.
Foreclosure
Taylor I'resley, Defendant.
rural residents.
by virtue of a decree of
and
Under
According to the County Superinforclosure and order of Bale Issued out
of the District Court of the Kichth
tendent of schools, nearly every disJudicial District of the Sate of New
Mexico, wlhln and for I'nlon County,
trict in the couiitj lias a school
on the 27tlr day of March, lilis, in th
building.
One or two small disabove entitled cause, which Is a suit
in forelosure of mortgage deed where
tricts in the western part of the
in the above named plaintiff obtained
a Judgment and decree of foreclosure
fur
against the above named defendnnt
Three Hundred and Ninety-fiv- e
the sum ofFifty-seven
dolHundredths
and
one-roo- m
'Chatn'
lars ($395.57 1; with IntereBt thereon r
Tread
the rate of lu per cent per annuT
from the late of said decree to tl
date of sale of the premises lien
t
described
inafter
amountiuK
Hundredth
Kleven and Thirty-seve- n
dollars 1 3 7 ; the undersigned 8hefI
iff of Union County, New Mexico,
commanded to sell at public auction I
(lie manner prescribed by law, all tin
certain piece or parcel of real estatv
situate, lyliiK and belnwr In the County
of I'nlon, State of New Mexico, more
particularly described as follows, town West half of North KaBt Quarter
(26) In
iW'sNKV) Sec. Twenty-si- x
Township Twenty 111)) North of Range
Thirty-liv- e
CIS) Kant of the New Mexico l'rinclpal Meridian, In said Union
play-grouCounty New Mexico, together with all
and KiiiKUlar the lands, tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belonging or In anywise appertaining:, or sufficient thereof to satisfy
saiil Judgment, together with interest,
and costs of this sale.
Wherefore l'ublic notico Is hereby
given that on the HUh. day of July,
lilis, at the hour of ten o'clock In the
forenoon, at the front door of the court
house in tho Town of Clayton, County
of Union, State of New Mexico, in
obedience to said decree of foreclosure
and order of sale, the undersigned Sheriff will sell the above described real
estate, or sufficient thereof to satisfy
said judgment and costs of sale, to
the highest and best bidder in cauh
therefore.
Uncle Eben.
Dated at Clayton. New Mexico, this
"Poverty," snld Unelo Eben, "nln' no &th.
day of June, 1918.
Ray Sutton,
dlsgrnce, 'eeptin' when n man would
Sheriff of Union County, N. M.
tather put up wlf It dnn work."
A. James McDonald, Atty.
for l'lalntlff. Clayton, N. M.
June 8 June 29 'IS.
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county are, however, still without
buildings but plans are under way
for the erection of buildings in these
districts within another year.
Tho city of Clayton is splendidly
equipped in tho way of school faNew buildings for both
cilities.
the grades and tho high school students have recently been erected,
and a large corps of efficient instructing are employed from year
to year.
The annual high school
enrollment, runs on an average of
one hundred to one hundred and
twenty-liv- e
students each year. The
enrollment in the city schools this
year is estimated at 073. Clayton and
les Moines have the honor (if claiming the only two accredited high
schools in the county.
According to the figures secured
from the County Superintendent,
the total enrollment in all the
schools in the- county this year is
in the neighborhood of five thousand children.
This is considerably
larger than last year, showing that
the county is growing rapidly, and
is about THItKK THOUSAND larger
than the enrollment six years ago.
'The consolidated school system is
being tried out in some districts in
the county and is proving to be very
successful. The consolidated school
at Sedan is one of the most efficient
schools in the county. The school
employs four teachers and includes
ten grades, it is a consolidation of
six
schools.
This year
four automobile trucks were used
in the district hauling the children
to and from school, and the district
is growing so rapidly that it is expected that four trucks will have
to be used next year.
way and money
I'lans are und-lias been provided for many
in the rural schools this
year. These improvements will inequipment, new
clude
library books, new desks and other
things that will bring about a higher degree of efficiency.
Taken as a whole the schools in
Union County are well up to the
standard set bv other sections of
the state, and within a few more
years this county shouhl ho recogniz
ed as the best school county in the
state.
-
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SCHOOL FACILITIES
IN UNION COUNTY

Many Are Lending Their Lives
What Are YOU Lending ?

JUNE

Tf

L L

THE

made them easily the most popular
tires among owners of the biggest-sellin-g
light cars.
The same quality is built into all
United States Tires into the small
sizes as well as the larger sizes for
heavier cars.
Select the United States
Tire that fits your particular
needs. Our Sales and Service Depot dealer will gladly
help you. Then stick to it.

mm

why we sell 'em
We KNOW United States Tires are GOOD Tires-ThELECTRIC GARAGE, PIONEER AUTO CO., W. S.ROWLEY, Corrumpa.
at's

About Face?

Have you thot War Savings Stamps beneath your dignity
W. S. S. were only for your children?

that

Have you thot War Savings Stamps were only fur those who
could invest in T cent units as steps toward the Baby lionds?
Have you (hot that Liberty lionds, in their higher denominations
were your principal method of helping to finance the war?
No matter what your subscription to Liberty Loan War Saviiujs
Stamps are also I'Oll YOU.

FRIDAY, JUNE 28
NATIONAL

WAR' SAVINGS .DAY

An exact quota, according to population, has been set.
It ia
average for each American man, woman and child this means
tho limit, $1,000.00, each, for those who can, to average for thoso

$20

who cannot.
The goal is 2,000,000,000 (Two llillion Dollars) to bo obtained
this year, 1918, which means

RIGHT ABOUT RACE
Subscribo for your full quota of W. S. S.
Sign your pledge on or beforo Friday, Juno

.

28.

NATIONAL WAH SAVINGS COMMITTEE

This spaco contributed for tho winning of tho War by

The C0MLEY LUMBER CO., Clayton, N. M.

THE CLAYTON NEWS
FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OP
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
OF IMPORTANT 1VENTI
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.

RECORD

Western Newspaper Vnlon New Service.

ABOUT THE WAR
Another "peace offensive" by Germany and Auttlrla-Hungarapparently
U In tbu air.
On June 10 four German planea and
one captive balloon were brought down
by French pursuit machines.
Von HIndcnburg is showing a bloody
determination to pay General Foch's
ghastly pries for the capture of
y

Com-plegn-

British airmen brought down 336
Germans In less than three weeks, up
to June 2, of which 283 were totally
destroyed.
Gen. Senienoff, leader of the
forces in Siberia, has driven
back the Russian troops which had
crossed the Onon river, in Transbaik-ailia- .
of the Harpathian
Torpedoing
brought the German sinking record
on the Atlantic coast to fourteen six
steamers and eight schooners, with a
loss of thirty lives.
Nine hundred and forty-oncasualties have been inflicted by German air
raids on allied hospitals in the last
three weeks, J. I. Macpherson, under
secretary of the admiralty, announced
In the House of Commons.
Since the new offensive began along
seotor May 27, it
the Soissons-RbelmIs asserted by the German official
communication that the army group
of the German crown prince has taken
about 75,000 allied troops captive.
Near Busslares, northwest of Chateau Thierry, the Americans and
French on Monday again delivered
strong attacks against the Germans
and took more ground. They also captured a number of prisoners and thirty machine guns. On the remainder
of the front in France and Belgium
the operations have been of a minor
nature, although south of the Somme
the British near Bouienoourt have carried out an operation which straightened out a threatening salient that
sagged in their line.
The French have struck the Germans a hard blow along a front of
about seven and a half miles, between
Rubescourt and St. Maure, recapturing
Belloy, Oenlls wood and the heights
between Courcells and Mortemer. The
official announcement by the Paris
war office of this gain says that the
Germans suffered heavy losses and
left more than 1,000 prisoners and
some guns In the hands of the French.
Several violent enemy attacks on
Chevlncourt were repulsed, but the
Germans gained a footing In Mache-tnon- t
and Bethancourt, which places
ro being bitterly disputed.
"American troops brilliantly carried Bellau
wood taking 300 prisoners."
e

s

WESTERN

Indications that the freight rates effective June 25 under the McAdoo order are to be modified, so far as they
concern Colorado, have been received
at the statehouse In a telegram to
George T. Bradley, chairman of the
Colorado Public Utilities Commission,
from Max Thelen, chairman of the war
committee of the National Association
of Railway and Utility Commissioners.
A blasting hot wind for two days
with the thermometer at 97 degrees In
the shade has given a setback to the
wheat crop In northern Montana.
Denver's Colorado day celebration
will include a massive historical pageant, in which the earliest days of the
region now known as Colorado, beginning with the time of the cliff dwellers, the Indians and the Mexicans, will
be revived. Early statehood scenes,
pioneer activities and, finally, the present-day
agricultural and mineral activities will be included in the pageant,
which Is to be held Aug. 1 at the Auditorium.

WASHINGTON
A call for 9,000 selective mea of
Class 1, for limited military service,
was Issued by Provost Marshal General Crowder.
Men of the 1918 class of draft registrants may enlist tn the navy and marine corps, according to a new ruling
by Provost Marshal General Crowder.
The real objective of the whole German offensive program still lies between Amiens and Arras, In the opinion of many army observers In

which have
German newspapers
reached London report the entry of
Bulgaria and Turkey into the German-Austria- n
alliance as an accomplished
fact.
between
A military
convention
America and Great Britain will be ratified soon, Lord Cecil, minister of
blockade, announced in the House oí
Commons in London.
A serious revolt has broken out
among the Austrian troops concentrated on the east front, according to
an undated dispatch from Kleff, received through Moscow.
The long distance bombardment of
Paris was resumed Tuesday morning.
Two persons were killed and nine
were wounded in Monday's bombardment, according to Paris Eclair.
A Belfast steamship torpedoed by a
German submarine while bound from
England has reached an Irish port badly damaged. Three of the crew were
killed by the explosion of the torpedo.
A dispatch to
the London Times
from The Hague quotes a neutral who
has arrived there from Germany as
stating that an epidemic of black
smallpox is raging among the workmen of the Krupp plant at Essen.
How the captors of three American
soldiers on the sector northwest of
Chateau-Thierrunwittingly led them
back into the allied lines owing to the
tangled conditions of the fighting
front there, is told by the correspondent of the London Times with the
American army in France. Corporal
Sidney W. Rogers and Privates Raymond Howard and Frank P. Rldgway
were captured at Hill 204. Two Germans started with them to the rear,
but' became confused and walked
straight into the French lines and
themselves were taken prisoner.
Commenting on the new German otr
fenslve the London Star says: "The
third phase of the battles which commenced March 21 may well decide the
fate of Germany. It cannot decide the
fate of the allies, for whatever may
be the issue they will fight on until
America and the American armies can
turn the scale and deliver the world
forever from Prussian hegemony. The
Germans are not going to win. .There
are great armies of the French and
the British between them and Paris.
We expect those armies, with the
American army, to beat
them flat. We decline to go half way
toward defeat of any kind. We believe
in victory and nothing but victory. We
have beaten the Germans in a hundred
battles since Mons. We shall beat
them now."
y
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Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Weatera Newspaper Union New Servia.
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Patriot! Food Show
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July -- s Cowboys'
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Las
at
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rubllo Health

100-mll-

GENERAL
The Slavic agitation in Austria-Hugary is causing the authorities great
anxiety.
Another attempt has been made to
assassinate Nlcolal Lenine, the Bolshevik premier of Russia.
More than 100 Yaqul Indians have
been captured by Mexican forces sent
to hunt down those responsible for the
recent burning of three railroad
bridges between Ortiz and Guaymas,
Sonora, according to reports to Mexican customs officials at Nogales, Sonora, by returning travelers.
It is understood that the entire
American force participating in the
second battle of the Marne will be
decorated by the French government
"We must go into Russia and make
an eastern front," declared William H.
Taft, former President, in an address
at the annual commencement of Delaware College at Newark, Del.
The British transport which was reported May 26 to have rammed and
sunk a German submarine on the
other side, has arrived at an Atlantlo
port with her stem twisted by the collision. She sent every member of the
to the bottom of
crew of the
the sea.
Capt J. Mackensle and sixteen mem
bers of the crew of the American
steamship Pinar Del Rio, who have
been missing since the vessel was
sunk by a German submarine off the
coast of Maryland on June 8, reached
New York on a Norwegian steamship
which rescued them from a small life
boat about seventy miles off the ooast
of New Jersey, All the members of
the crew are thus ao counted for. The
chief mate and fifteen men were
landed on the North Carolina eoast
n

LATE

Over 7,000 men are now

SECRETARY BAKER TELL8 WEST
POINT MEN PART THEY
WILL PLAY IN WAR.

residence in Clevis was
A four-roodestroyed by fire.
A high wind unroofed the school
building at Socorro.
Corona, in Lincoln county, will oele- brate on July 8 and 4.
State lands put nearly $46,000 in the
state treasury in May.
A railroad section house at Wago i
Mound, was destroyed by fire.
A much needed rain that tell at
Clovls revived the parched soil.
Jaka Hulse of Magdalena was fined
1807.60 for killing two antelopes.
The American company, of French,
will Install a large flour and meal
mill.
Farmers in the vicinity of Portales
report that they are losing cattle from
fever.
Fruit crop prospects are muoh bet
ter in the Pecos valley than had been

8UCCE8SES NORTH OF MARNE
NEW VICTORIES FROM MONT-OIDIETO OI8E.

WeaUrn Newepaper Union New Servloe.
West Point, N. Y., June 13. More

Lamb, light (wooled)....$18 60f 1J.00
Lamba, heavy (wooled)... 18.0018.60
Lamb (dipped)
16.60016.6

FRENCH EXTEND GAINS

R

Governor Llndsey has appointed W.
of Belen, a member of
the mounted polioe.
Quite a large acreage in Mesilla
valley will be devoted to growing eu-ffumber seeds this year.
The Red Cross, of Raton, gave a
fine dinner for the twenty men who
were called into servio.
Lieutenant Gregory reports that Tn- own carl has come clean 100 per cent
tor the Food Administration.
The governor granted full and oom- pardon to three inmates of the
Siete
Mexico reform sohool for boys.
Las Vegas City Counoil passed an
ordinance plaolng all city officers and
employes on a salary and wage basis.
Clarenoe Hardy, colored, the trusty
who escaped from the state peniten
tiary at Santa Fe was oaptured at

than

$3,000.

K. Baba, a Japanese of Gallup,
kfiled a Navajo Indian by striking him
over the head with a rifle barrel and
fracturing bis skull.
To avoid possible violence, Harry
Preston of Roswell, charged with
girl, was
crime against a
taken to the ponltentlary at Santa Fe.
Governor Llndsey Issued a procla
mation announcing Friday, June 88,
as "War Savings Day" and appealing
to the people of New Mexico to give
pledges for war savings stamps.
A warehouse, lee house and coal
bouse belonging to H. D. Reinken
were destroyed by fire, the second
serious blaze in Watrous within a
short time. The damage was $15,000.
í. W. Stevenson went to his den
tist in Carlsbad with a gun In his
hip pocket When he stretched out
In the chair the gun fell to the floor,
and a bullet went through and the
dentist got a bullet in his leg. The
limb may have to be amputated.
Ernest F. Bennett, of Silver City,
received notice that be had been
awarded the contract for carrying the
mall between Silver City and Mogollón
at
by the Postoffloe Department
Washington.
The oontract starts at
one and runs to June 30, 1922.
Work has been commenced on a
$40,000 refrigerating plant at Camp
nine-year-ol-

Paris, June 12. Further gains have
in
been made by the French tro-p- s
the fighting in the region between
Montdldler and Noyon, where, in addition to the capture of territory near
Belloy and St. Maur, the center of the
line, 400 additional Germans have
been made prisoner and some guns
and machine guns have been taken.
Numerous German counter attacks
have been repulsed, but the enemy
succeeded at one point in cross
ing the Mats river. On the eastern
side of the Olse river the French have

16.2516.76

Ew

(wooied)
Ewes (dipped)

011.71
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BAT AND GRAIN MARKET.
(F. O. B. Denver,-- Carload Price.)

liar.
Buj-ln- r
Price per Ton.
Colo, upland, per ton
I18.00OI0.08
Nebr. upland, per ton
17.00418.00
Prairie hay new crop),
Colo, and Nebr.. per ton. 16.00018.00

Timothy, per toa...
10.0001. 00
Alfalfa per ton
Ai.00li.0t
10.00u1.00
per
South Park,Valley, ton
per ton.. 18.00 4 10.00
0
Straw, per toa
Grain.
lata, Nebr., 100 lb., buylrg
JJ
olo.. oat, bulk, buying
lorn chop, ack, selling
;1
$.10
lorn In aaok. alllna-Gluten feed, sacked, selling
f.Tl
oran, iwio., par 1UU ID., seguing..

.........

Hungarian patent,riH.
HI 'lb., sacked.
uojeoi to aiacoum
DRESSED POULTRY.
Laaa 10 nap nant Aommlaalon.
Turkey, fancy d. p
10
14
Turkey, old torn
10
Turkey, choice
Hen lb
IT
Duck, young
16
Geese
16
.
RoosUra
Uve Poultry,
fPrleea net IT. o. B Denver.)
Rooetere, lb
10
16
Turkey, 10 lb, or over
neo
.IS
Duck
young
16
1
DuckllnK. lb
Gees
S
Broiler. 1911, lb

... ..........

.........

1 net. F.
Egg, gradad No.En.
a. .uenver
as
graded No. I net, F.
Egg,
O. B.. Denvar
carried out a strategic retirement
Egg, cata count, miso.
l
along the line of Belloy,
Tracy-le-Va-

and Nampcel, unobserved by the
enemy.
Further south, north of the Marne,
In the region of Chateau Thierry, the
French have recaptured the village of
Montcourt and a portion of the village
of Brussiares.
In violent fighting between the
Alsne river and the forest of Vlllers
Cotterets the enemy made slight
gains against the French.
To the north of Montdldler the Ger
mans several times have tried to drive
out the Americans from the village of
Cantlgny, but each time they have
been repulsed. One party of forty
Germans was routed by the revolver
fire of the defenders of the village.
Northwest of Chateau Thierry the
Germans have thrown five divisions
against the Americans fighting side
by side with the French, but without
avail. Attempts by the enemy to re
capture the village of Bouresches went
for naught.
South of the Alsne river there has
been fierce fighting down to the region of Vlllers Cotterets, where the
Germans are attempting to break
through and bring their line west of
Solssons toward Complegne. Except
that the combats were particularly severe on the front of Domnlers, Cutry
and south of Ambleny, no further details are available.
One Killed In Utah Wreck.

Salt Lake City, Utah. One man was
killed and twelve passengers injured
near here when four coaches of Denver ft Rio Grande passenger train No.
1 left the rails and rolled into a ditch
at the outskirts of the city.

TWO MORESHIPS SUNK

Oody.

John Tombs, executive secretary of
The New Mexico Publlo Health Association, went to Washington in the
Interests of the New Mexicans who
have been rejected from the Army
Mr,
on account of tuberculosis.
Tombs had appointments with Surgeon General Blue, of the United
sates Publlo Health Servloe, and Dr.
R. D. MacKinnon, of the Burean of
War Risk Insurance.
Governor Llndsey, In his proclamation urging the obsérvanos of June
14 as Flag Day, says: "May we. eah
of us, on that day. bear the flag of
the United States both in our neaiU
and over them. May our thoughts revert to Bunker Hill and Bennington,
to Baltimore and New Orleans, to Shi-loh and Gettysburg, to Manila Bay and
an Jean, to the Alsne and the Mesne
and to the heroie dead who have died
beneath the flaunting folds of Our
Flag In all our battles for liberty and
the Nation and to oar sons and daagh- tars and brothers and sisters now
fighting the final battles at ArmegecV
Aen"

Western Newepaper Union New

Sheep

than a million American men will be
in service in France in the near future, declared Secretary of War Baker
In an address to 137 graduates of the
United States Military Acadomy.
Supplementing his recent announcement in Washington that United
States troops "exceeding 700,000 in
number" have disembarked on French
soil, the secretary told the cadets "it
is not unfair to speculate that we will
shortly pass the million mark."
Secretary Baker, who awarded the
diplomas to the graduates, told them
they were destined to have a part in
leading the armies of the nation to a
victorious peace. "After that," he
anticipated.
said, "as officers of the regular army,
Texlco recently passed a city ordi you will prepare, not for war, but be
nance which will bar all pool balls ready for another war If anybody
from that eity.
wants to make it."

O. Blggerstatf,

QUOTATIONS

Serrlo.
DENVER MARKET.
Cattle.
OO01I.TI
fat steers, eh. to prime. ..$11.
Fat steers, food to cholo. 16. 00016.7
15.00
rat ateera, fair to good... 13 MU
60011.60
Heifer, prim
Jl
Cows, fat, good to choice.. 11. 60011.00
10. 00i11.76
Cow, fair to good
7. 000 (.60
Cow, oommon to fair
10. 00 'ii 16.00
Veal calve
8 OOCfi 11.00
Bull
Feeder, good to oholee... It. 001I.69
10. 60 'ui 11.75
Feeder, lair to good
00010.15
Feeder, common to fair...
75 018.00
tockers, Rood to cholo. 11
10,
,60013.00
Stoskers, fair to good
1Í.6O016.ÍO
Qod hog

at Camp

Oody.

MARKET

IN FRANCE SOON

Aaeoclalion.

Tyrone, near Silver City, had a fire
which destroyed a large boarding
lightweight boxer, boose. The lose Is estimated at more

Charlie White,
has become boxing instructor at Fort
Sheridan, 111. He formerly served at
Camps Grant and Custer.
Arthur Duray, the noted French
e
automo
driver, entered the
bile derby to be raced over the Chi
cago speedway course on June 22.
Directors of the Southern Associa
tion of Professional Baseball Clubs at
Birmingham, Ala., voted unanimously
to end the present season on June 28.
Lack of Interest in the game, increased
transportation costs under the new
passenger rates and the draft expected
to be made on players as the result of
Provost Marshal General Crowder's
"work or fight" regulations were as
signed as reasons for the action.

MILLION TROOPS

Captain Keeps Submarine
Surface for Two Daya
Transferring Cargoes.
New York, June 18. The audacity
of a German submarine captain, who
kept his vessel on the surface for two
days while transferring to the
eighty tons of copper from the Norwegian steamship Vlndeggen,. whloh was
halted 120 miles off Cape Hatteras,
was described by officers of the
freighter. The Vlndeggen's crew and
that of the Henrik "Lund, also a Norwegian, numbering 68, were brought
to this port aboard the Danish steam- Ship Brosund, after their craft bad
been sunk by the Teuton raider.
The Henrik Lund hove in sight and
was signaled by the submarine Just
at the latter was finishing Its looting
of the Vlndeggen cargo, said members
of the crews. The German commander
ordered both the ship's companies Into
their boats and sent the two vessels to
the bottom with bombs.
This brings the total of vessels sunk
by
sinoe they began their cam
paign tn these waters to eighteen.
Bold

on

caaes, lass eommllon

Apple,

.11

ST.60Oa.0l

Batter.
1.

rVaamarlaa
Creameries,' Id grada,
rruciii
Packing stook

e

1h

44
40

.

lb.!.....

ti

OI

Colo, new rail.
fancy, box.1.6001.54
t

m

Veaetablea.

Bean. Navy, ewt...
Pinto, cwt
teana. Lima,
lb
Baeta. new Cole- -

0 T.ol

11
,

cwt......

.
Carrot, cwt
Cauliflower, lb
nlon. table, dea. .........
otatoea, Cwt.
'urnlp, Colo., cwt,

'

16

O

1

1.01
1.00

1O0.11H
., 100 .11

0

76
1, 16$

1.61
1.60

BIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Hides.
Pound
18
Flint, butcher, lb
16a
Flint, fallen, lb
Flint, bull and ta. lb
16
.1(4
Flint, cull and glue, lb
alt hide, lb one-na- n
100114
to two-tntiiora hiaee
prloe of green salt.
Greca Salted. Cured Bides.
Ovar 40 lbs., lb
11011:
11 11.
Under 60 lbs., lb
1Q
Glue hide and akin, lb..
901Ó4
Bull and ataca, lb
ourea.
id
.....10 iel
fart
leas than cured.
Grn, lo lb.Dry
Flint Pelt.
Wool pelt, lb
410464
Short wool pelt
170404
I7q
Hutoher meaning, mo. i, id...
No. I Murrain shearing, lb....
104
Buck, saddle and piece at 'value.
Tallow and Urease.
Prim rendered tallow, lb...$ 10 i
loj
No. 1 tallow, lb
No. I tallow, lb
Brown and yellow tallow 0i
grease, lb
0(0 .11
Calf aad KJ Greca Salted.
$ .180 .11
alfskln, salted
ra

ib.

branded,

)aoona, each
Slunk, each

...............
..............

.11(1

.17

1.161
.6UI

lM
.71

.00
6.t0
no. i, eacn....
gorse, No. 1,
4.60 6.0
eaoh....
pony, eaoh.
l.oA
1.6
.60
colt, eaan
Greea Salted Pelts.
Lamb and Bheep, each
f .6001.10
15 0 .46
Spring lamb, each
fchearllng. eaoh
10 0 ,61

MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

'

Pries for Metal.
New York. Lead $7.6007.61- -.
Copper 121.11Mb.
Silver 911 Ho.
Loul. Spelter $7.857.46.
ft.
London. Bar allver, 48d per ounce.
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten
concentrate
0 per cent, $22.00011.50
per unit
Crude orea, 60 per cent, $21.00026.001
16 per cent, $11.00011.50; 10 per cent,
$.40011.10.
rirala Ib Mli.un.il.
1
uorn No
Minneapoiia.
nllna.
Oats No.
11.6101.63.
white. 760
17c.
$1.8701.1.
Flax
Ky
$2.02bll.06.
Barley $1.10 01.40.
Bran $2i.l60II.Ii.
The Boetea Wool Market.
Boston. Wool Scoured basis.
Texas Fine, twelve months, $1.710
1.75 fine, eight month. $1.5001.65.
TerritoryFin
tapie $l.ío; half-- I
oomblng,
blood
$1.I01.8;
combing, $1.4001.45; finclothing. Ii.6601.70;
fine medium
clothing. $1.6601.60.
Pulled Extra, $1.1001.15; AA, ILTt
uper.

OU;

A

$1.40

L66.

Uaaeed.
Doluth, Minn. Unaeed $I.TT te e,
II.Í7; July. $1.80; October, M.4S
asked,
f Bagar. ,
Pflee)
Centrifugal,
?UV
a Ü?W fiaTorkgranulated, T.440.
ar-Hv-

-

.
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COMITY

ORGANIZATION URGED

AS A DEFENSE COUNCIL MEASURE

Summer

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE

KrwiRanaiMimRarmwHiti

OF DEFENSE

Safiigs

ORGANIZATION OF COMJIUMTY
COUNCILS

We have on display the wonderful

Refrig-

ICE-LE-

erator which will do the same work as the

old-sty- le

ice refrigerator and not use one particle of Ice :: There
are several in use in Clayton and all have given the
utmost of satisfaction.

Fi

By using electric irones, toasters, percolators and
other eeonomlcal electrical appliances. :: We have a
nice line of these appliances ready for your inspection.
We also have a complete line of the famous New Perfection oil stoves and ranges.

SAVE COAL

By buying your needs in the above lines, or anything
in the Hardware or Implement line, from our large stock

SAVE MONEY

of

dependable merchandise.
War Savings and Thrift

up-to-d- ate

By taking your change in

Stamp.

n
is
.1

R. W.

P. &

CLAYTON,

ISAACS

0.

County

Santa Fe
. UNION COUNTY COUNCIL

SAVE ICE

'Round About the

NEW MEXICO COUNCIL OF
DEFENSE

.!

a

nTMNMMtMl

Washington

HEADQUARTERS

NEW MEXICO

0
L2i

aw

The Union County Council of De
fense consists of the following mem
bers: Ray Sutton, Chairman, J. E.
Chamberlain, Secretary, R. W. Isaacs
Treasurer, E. M. Rutledge, J. A. Mo- Cune, W. L. Franklin, R. Q. Palmer,
Manuel Martinez, J. F. Branson J. C.
Martinei and J. Andres Pacheco.
The source of authority for all
local councils of defenses the Council of National Defense at Washing
ton, consisting of the Presidnt, all
Cabinet officers and seven additional members selcted by the Prsident.
The Council of National Defense has
appointed a State Council in each
state, and the State Council has, in
turn, appointed a County Council
in each County.
The Union County
Council of Defense has appointed
the School Directors in each school
district ns a Community Council of
Defense.
The first duty assigned
to the Community Counils of Defense 4a to get a complete registration of all persons over the age of
twenty-on- e
years, who are owners
of property. For this purpose registration cards have been sent to the
Clerk of each school District asking
for the following information:
County, Township, Name, Married
or Single, Mail Address, Telephone
Number, Age, Dependents, Occupation, Estimated Income, Property
both real estate and personal Loyally Record purchases of Liberty
bonds of the three issues" to date,
contributions to other war activities,
etc. General Remarks, Date and Sig
nature.
fllie records thus obtained will
be filed in a card index for the information 'of the County Council of
Defense, only, and not for public
inspection. This is part of the or
ganization behind the lines, to see
that every citizen is carrying his or
her share of the load and supporting
the boys at the front.
Is it compulsory to give the information requested on the cards? It
is.
Each Council of Defense is a
part of the Federal machinery for
carrying onthiswar.andyou are under the same obligation to make out
these cards as the draft registrants
are to mako out their Questionairs.
Need of Community
Councils

The first nine months of the wa?
have shown the vital importance of
developing an official nation-wiorganization reaching into the smallest communities to mobilize and
make available the "efforts of the
whole people for the prosecution of
the war. In recruiting for the army
and enlisting labor for war industries, in increasing the food supply
and decreasing the waste of food, in
soliciting subscriptions to the Liberty Loans and in much other work
the end must be accomplished by
the people at large. The creation
of County Auxiliaries' has brought
the State Councils and State Worn-en- s'
Divisions closer to the people
and the valuable service which the
County Auxiliaries have rendered indicates the importance of even closer contact, thru subsidiary agencies
in such small units that personal
contact with all citizens is possible.
In many counties the community
Councils are already in existence.
Unless such subsidiary organizations
have already been effected in your
county we recommend the creation
of a Community Council in each
school district, or consolidated dis
trict.
The advantages of the school dis
trict as a unit of Community organ
ization are, briefly:
1
The school district is small
enough to permit individual contact
and is
2 The school house provides a
meeting place in each district, and
in many schools include domestic
science, manuel training and other
facilities.
3 The school district reaches the
children and parents alike, and in
the cities the school is to a large
extent already in touch with the
alien" population.
de
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Better materials, more materials and superior construction
these account for the supreme durability of Michelin Tires.

PIONEER AUTO CO., Clayton, New Mexico.
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MOSQUERO. NOTES

Still dry; dry DRY
Several Mosquero boys have left
for the training camps the past few
days. Those godo are Lewis Garner,' P. K. and Lawrence Kingsbury,
W. A. James and J. F. Smith.
There will be Chlldrens' Day exercises Sunday, June 10, at the Mosquero church.
Many enjoyed the ice cream supper
given at the home of Mrs. Osborn,
Saturday night, June 7th
D. C. Clark is attending Institute
at Tucumcarri this week.
E. L. Fuller and family. Mrs. Os
born and Lee Sanger took dinner at
Tom Holland's Sunday.
rrixie Garms was also a guest of
the Hollands1 Sunday.
H. T. Pittman and family wero
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Diety,
Sunday.
Harrison Cox, our rural route car
rier, has a new Ford.
Look out
girls, sonvi one will be lucky
Here is hoping for a ram
"An OLd Subscriber"
1

'

1

HIGH POINT NEWS.

Better known as Clabber

HUI

High Point farmers are busy as
bees these days as they are all doing their bit to help win the war.,
A Red Cross Auxiliary was organized in this community, Tuesday,
June 11th. Mrs. Bessie French was
elected chairman, Mrs. Vada Dawes,
secretary, Miss Anna SpriiiM, treas-

urer, and Joe Scott chai.
i of the
finance committee.
The Auxiliary will meet at the
horn of Mrs. Bessie Zinck, Tuesday,
June 25th. All are urged to attend.
The High Point Red Cross will
have a pie supper at the High Point
school house Wednesday night, June
20th.
Every body is invited.
High Point is the new name given
the Clabber Hill school district.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Ellard are the
proud parents of a new baby boy.
Mr. Thompson is improving in
health at this writing.
John Kink has rented the John
Shirley farm. Mr. Shirley is in tho
National Army Camp at Camp Cody.
Mr. Zinck is putting in a big crop
this year and doing his best to help
whip the Kaiser.
Joe Scott has his new home com
pleted and has "moved In".
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Coffee, Mrs. Jesse
Morrow and children, and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Scott visited Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Morrow last Saturday.
Sabbath School at High Point is
held every Saturday at eleven o'
Every bodv invited.
clock.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Franklin are the
parents of a bouncing baby girl.
"Topsy"
'
rrrrfr ttt tttt
IN CLAYTON'S CHURCHES
.f.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
W. F. Wills, Minister.
Bible School, 10 o'clock, A. M.
Services 11 o'clock A. M.
Christian Endeavor, 7 o'clock P. M.
Evening Service, 8 o'clock P. M.
JUNE
Morning Scrviee-V'Re- st
ple of God."

16, 1918

for the peo

Evening Service "Where the Scrip
tures Speak We Speak."
FIRST
Rev.

M.

E. CHURCH
D. D, Pastor

It R, Mills,

Sunday School
Joseph Gill, Supt,
'
Morning Service
Evening Service
Free Movies at each evening
"Come thou with us and we
thee good."

10 A.M.

11A.M.
8 P.M.

service
will do

non-politic- al.

i The school is an established
center of information and education.
5 The school principal or faculty
provides a tried agency thru whose
assistance community organization
can be quickly effected.
J
The school district, with the
school house as its center, is already
a social community, especially in
the farming districts.

THE CLAYTON NEWS.

THE NATION'S WANT COLUMN OH
h ri ri h h m
hnhh
lh ta ta h ri
i

Registered Men in Defered Classes May Be
Inducted into the "Army Behind the Army in
Front as Volunteer War Workers .V

feitatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatata

ita

ly

Crowder.

Please wire me on June tSth. the
number of men who have volunteered under the various trades. Any registrant lit to do a day's work can
qualify. This will be an exceptional
opportunity tor you to use your
light weight men, and those with
one eye, bad hearing and such minor
defects as disqualify them from do
ing first line service but which do
not disqualify them from doing man-ulabor. It is my understanding
that these men will replae men who
are now performing these duties
bit who are qualified for general
military service.
Yours truly,
el

R. C. Reid,
U. S. R.

Captain,
MICKIE SAYS

HOW TO TELL WHEN GARDEN
STUFF IS READY FOR TABLE

(Continued from Last Week)
Endive should be used as boos as
blphcbed. Blanching; tnny be accomplished by tying the leave? together
as soon as the plants aré well crown.
Kohl-rab- l
must be used while ten
der. This may easily be determined
by cutting the thickened stem which
constitutes the edible portion.
If
tough and stringy, it Is too old.
Muskmelons. Color, size and general appearance serve as guides In telling when thej are ready to pick. They
should not be allowed to remain on
the vines until dead ripe, as they are
past their prime when fully ripened. .
Watermelons. Ripeness Is determined by sound, and by the general
appearance. A ripe melon when struck
with riie hand gives a dull sound,
which is readily recognized after a
few trials.
Obra should be gathered while the
pods are very young and tender and
while the seeds are still soft
Onions may be pulled end used as
bunch onions when the bulbs ore from
a quarter to a half Inch In diameter.
If for boiled anions the bulbs may be
any size.
Parsnips are not used until late In
the autumn when the ground Is frozen. Freezing Improves their flavor; In
fact, It Is not considered advisable to
uso them us a summer vegetable. Size
Is of small importance, but those from
1V4 to 2 Inches in diameter are consld;
ered best.
Peas are ready for plotting as soon
as the pods are well filled and while
the peas are still green, yet before either the peas become hard or the pods
whitish or yellowish.
Peas should
not be gathered when too young, and
If too old will be of poor quality.
Peppers may be gathered at any
time until they begin to turn red. For
some purposes they are allowed to ripen, but usually are picked green.
Early potatoes may be used at any
e
time during their growth.
An
ru'e Is to begin digging them
when they have reached the size of a
hen's egg. It is advisable to begin using them when they have readied this
size, digging the supply from day to
day as needed, allowing the bulk of
the crop to. grow until needed or until
they mature.
Late potatoes should
be allowed to grow until the vines die
or are killed by frost
Sweet potatoes are of poor quality
unless allowed to reach maturity. The
simplest test Is to break one of the potatoes. If drops of water collect on
the broken surface the crop Is not mature.
This crop grows until frost
kills the vines, but It Is permissible to
use them quite a while before the
end of the growing season.
Radishes may be used as soon as
large enough.
A common practice Is
to begin thinning them as soon as large
enough. They should all be used while
young ánd tender.,.,,,
Salsify Is grown and handled In the
same way as parsnips and the same
rules may be followed In Its use.
Summer squashes are ready for use,
as soon as large enough. They, however, should not be picked when very
small, as when young they are watery
and of poor quality. As soon as the
shell hardens they are too old for table use.
Winter squashes should be allowed
to grow until the vines die or until
frost kills them, but the squashes
should be stored before being frosted.
Tomatoes should be picked when fully ripe, but should not be allowed to
remain on ,tlie vines until soft It Is
not a good practice to pick them while
partly ripe, as the flavor Is Injured by
this practice.
Tumlim for greens may be used as
!
soon as the foliage Is large enough to
Justify picking; If for the roots, when
the roots are from lVi to 2 Inches la
diameter.
When planted as a late
ínnincr crop for roots for storage,
they should he Nn lowed to grow until
hard freezing occursi Those from 2 to
3 Inches In diameter are best. Larger
ones niny he used for stock focdr-- ..
old-tim-
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PAZ VALVERDE
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NOTICE!

15. '18.

Register.

FOR PUBLICATION

.

May

9.

19f8.

Notice la hereby given that Mrs. El
la Haganey, Of Seneca, New Méx., who,
on May 13. 1912. made Homestead En
try, Serial No. 014673 for SWÍ4. Section
32, Township 28 N., Range St E., New
Mexico l'rinclpal Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final Five
Year proof, to establish claim to the
lanu auove aescrioeu, uerore Register
and Receiver, United States Land Office, at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
nay oi juiy, mis.
izm.
Claimant names aa witnesses:
Miss Amanda Rigler, James Barton
Jerry Hartón ana J. U. Sholts, all o

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
April 23, 1918.
Notice la hereby given that Harry
Khowalter, of Clayton, New Mexico,
who, on September 28, 1914, made Home
stead Entry, Serial No 01S556, for
WV4, Section 11, Township 27 N., Range
83
E. New Mexico l'rinclpal Meridian,
jdliJKUUJX uoisnji
ok.ijox
103 noi
has filed notice of Intention to make
ejoui oi( i .f:
uo.C j.uooti
to
in inn Three year proof, to establish claim
land above described, before RegC JoS l!linli io
s. ,ii jo
' the
rii
United
Receiver
Seneca, New- Mexco.
States
Land
and
ister
Cujclujfun r u 6u"di-i- :j
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
ojo;t
PAZ VALVERDE
Util, day of June, 1918.
'18.
June 8 July
I

U

I

d.

Acro-nouti- cs

fWEN

.

Sec-tlo-

Gentlemen:
Governor Lindsey is in receipt oí
tho following telegram which I
quote for your information:
No. E. 1318.
The Military
Branch is in need of certain
skilled men. Men qualified for special
or limited military service only will
or limited military service only will
be accepted under this call. - Men
qualified for general military service aro not desired for this service.
Repeated requests havo been received at this office for an opportunity for limited service men to enThese men will
ter the service.
bo engaged in spruce production
work. If properly presented should
appeal strongly to qualified registrants. The following types of men
are desired:
engineers, Firemen,
Locomotive
Railroad grade foremen, Railroad
track foremen, Wooden bridge carpenters, Locomotive repairmen, Telephone, linemen, Surveyors or railroad instrument men, Telegraphers,
I (raftsmen. Pile driver formen, Stationery engineers for donkey engines
Steamshovcl, operators, Carpenters,
Steamlllters, Klectricians, Auto Mechanics, Auto drivers. Cooks Railroad brakemen, Railroad conductors,
Clerks and a large number of laborers.
Please give the widest publicity
to this matter, using the .Nation's
Want Column method whih was recently so successful, anil urge
qualified registrants to present themselves to their Local Hoard
forlistening. If sufficient number of
volunteers are not secured, involuntary induction will be used. On June
seventh wire (hi office the number
of qualified volunteers listed on each
of the above occupations which we
may expect from your slat.. Upon
receipt of this information we will
make definite allotments and advise
complete mohlixation details.
Local boards must thoroly understand that these registrants arc not
to be inducted ino service until orders are received as to allottmcnts,
and that only white, limited service
men are to be considered.

r

ae-eor-dln

EMj-NE-

TO ALL LOCAL HOARDS

tech-"nical-

Fon publication
Claimant names as witnesses:
noticia
REPUBLICATION
Joe Adams, William 11. Rlake, Joseph Hair and KilKar Devroe all of Department of Ihe Interior, IT. S. Land
Clayton. New Mexico.
office at Clayton, new Mexico.
ATTENTION nOMKSTKADERi
March 22, 1918.
I'AZ VALVERDE
this
Register.
May 11 Juna 1618.
Notice Is hereby given that the Sfnt
All legal advertíala
of
New Mexico hns applied to select
"paper la read
arréete
under
the provisions of the Acts of
ACTIO
OF
OF
NOTICH
PFAPEJirV
1KU8 and June 20, 1910, and
to copy. Bead yopr aotlea
June
In the Jaatlre'a Conrt, Irrrinet No. Our, Acts 21,
and amendatory
f lateatloa to make flaal proof,
state of New Mexico. County oflaloai hereto,supplementary
following public land,- to- the
G. G. GRANVILLE, Plaintiff,
..If mm error la found, however
Hi
wlt:
(
No.
vs.
at once.
.
light, Boflfr
Serial No. 025805.
H. C. HURT) Defendant
8221.
List No.
.,
To It. C. Burd, Defendant:
- . , . IM1T 17
OUT
C
CM
You ara hereby notiflod that a suit 25, Township S3 N., Range 3d E., New
been commenced against you In Mexico Principal Meridian.
has
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the court of L. W. Kingdom, Esq.,
against any or
Protests or contests
Department of the Interior, V. H. Land Justice of the Peace within and for
such selections may be filed in tliia
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 1. Union County, New Mex- all
office durins- the period or nunllcution
May
1918.
ico, by the above named plaintiff, the or
at any time thereafter before ap
Notice la hereby Riven that Harry A. said plaintiff claiming; un indebtedness
Coombs, of Patterson, Now Mexico, who, against you In the atun of 130.75, with proval and certification
I'AZ VALVEP.DE
Enon Juno 20, 1913, mudo Homestead
Interest and costa of milt, for and on
try, (Serial No. 016473, for the
account of goods, wares and merchann
Secllon 21; NWii, NSW14, 0 E. dise sold and delivered to you by the
NOTICB FOR PriiMCATIO
22, Township 25 1. Range
said named plaintiff. That your money
New Mexico l'rinclpal Meridian, haa and effects in the hands of C. K. Luthy, Department of the Interior, Li. S. Land
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
filed notice of Intention to make Three Lee Glasgow and ' John" Coburn, the
May 23, 1918.
r
to the name "John" being ficticious, the- real
Year I'roof, to establish claimRegister
Notice Is hereby given
that Meredith
land above described, before
name of said Coburn being- unfirst
.
.
,
v
x
a
'
n
Office,
ti
l
i
r
J
i.ow ni i. 1, nnu
and Receiver. United Htatea Land
known to the plaintiff, haa been
on Febi'iiirTy 20, 1915, made Homestead
at Clayton, New Mexico, on the 19th.
mitry.
No.
oivtfff. N.,lor tne sA
day of July, 191.
That unless you enter or canse to be Section serial
23
Range 33
your appearanos In the above K. New 31, Township
Claimant names as witnesses:
entered
l'rinclpal
Mexico
Meridian, has
John H. Wllley, William T. Oats, and entitled cause on or by July 6, 1918,
H. M. Livingston, all of Patterson, New Judgement by default will be rendered filed notice of Intention to make Three
Bulllvant, of Clayton, against you and the money and ef- Year I'roof. to establish claim to the
Mexico, and J;-above described, before Register
New Mexico.
fect a In the banda of the above namel land
Receiver, United States Land OfFAZ VAL VERDE
garnishees will be aftplled toward the and
fice,
New Mexico, on the 9th.
Clayton,
Register. Payment
provided
June IS July 13, '18
as
Judgement
said
of
day of July, 1918.
names
Claimant
my
17th
day.
of
hand
this
Witness
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
r'
n m XT XT
W.lt.p CI II ..' as nwitnesses:Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land May, A. D. 1918.
L.
W. Kingdom, of Clayton, N. M., and
KINGDOM,
L.
W.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Yak
Yake,
Albert
and Chester
both
Justice of the Peace
May 16, 1918.
New Mexico.
Piecinct No. 1, Union of Clapham,
Notice la hereby Riven that Kunlce
PAZ VALVKRDE
County, New Mexico.
M. Fulkersln, formerly Eunice M. HughRegister
June 8 July fl, '18
es, of Cuates, New Mexico, who, on Frank O. Plue, Clayton,
December 11, 1913 and March 18, 1915, New Mexico Attorney
NOTICE!
FOR PUBLICATION
made HnmeMtead and Additional Home for Plaintiff.
May 25 June 15, '18. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
stead Entry, Serial Nos. 016129 and
019630, for NEK and NWlj Section 20,
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
May 16, 1918.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Township 29 N., Range 84 E. New MexNotice la hereby
that TAteiln
ico Principal Meridian, haa filed notice Depaitment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Salaxar,
of Moses, New Mexico, who,
of intention to make Three Year Proof,
Clayton,
New Mexico.
Office at
on May 22, 1915, made Homestead Ento establish claim to the land above
April 23' 1918.
described, before Register and ReceivNotice la hereby given that Nathan try, Serial No. 020129, for SE Section
er, United States Land Office, at Clay- 8. Morris, of Moses. New Mexico, who, 83, and 8W14 Section 84, Township 29
N., Range 36 E., New Mexico Principal
ton, New Mexico, on the 18th. day of
nan mea nonce or
July, 1918.
Entry, Serial No. 018183, for SENE14. menuian,
to make Three Year I'roof. to intention
,
establish
S
22;
Í4
Claimant names a witnesses:
SWÍ4NE54,
NW
Section
Joseph E. J. Armstrong and J. Andres
Section
2i. Township claim to the land above described, be- ,WBE4
Pacheco, both of Cuates. New Mexico, 29 N, Range 35 New Mexico l'rinclpal inre ueginier ana Receiver, united
MexOrval M. Moulder, of Moses, NewGrand-vieMeridian, has filed notice of Intention States Land Office, at Clayton, New
11th. day of July, 1918.
ico and James It. Lawrence of
to make Three Year Proof, to establish Mexico, ou the
namea as witnesses:
New Mexico.
claimant
to the land above described, beclaim
Jacobo
Delfín Esnlnoza. (Ira.
I'acheco.
I'AZ VAL VERDE
Register and Receiver, United
blel Marttne2, and Juan A. Arguello, all
Register. fore
June 15 July 13, '18
States Land Office nt Clayton, New of
Moses,
New
Mexico.
1918.
Mexico, on the 18th. day of June,
PAZ VALVERDE
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE I'OK PI HI.ICATION
Register
'
T. J. Kennedy, George W. Kennedy, June 8 July . '18
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
and J. E. McMurtrey, all of Moses, New
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Mexico, and It. Q. Palmer, of Claytc"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION '
May 16, 1918.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
ivotlce is hereby given that Robert New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
ornee at Clayton, New Mexico.
V. Coombs, of Patterson, New Mexico,
Reg 1st
May 9, 1918.
who, on June 5, 1913, made Homestead May 18 June 15. '18.
Notice Is hereby ifU'fri that iiarar
Entry, Serial No. 01IKI29, for N E Vt SecH.
V ebeter, of Granville New Mexico.
23,
Town22,
NWVi
Section
and
tion
NOTICE FOR PI" HI.ICATION o. on April 29. I'.HS. made Hon (stead
ship 25 N.. Range 30 E. New Mexico Department
of the Interior, U. S. La
Entry,
Principal Meridian, haa filled notice of
Serial No. 119915. for EWSEU
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Section 9, 8W4, WV4SJH4 Section 10,
intention to make Three Year Proof,
April 23, 1918.
28 N., Range 83 E., New MexTownship
to establish claim to the land above
Notice Is hereby given that Ralph
Principal Meridian, ha riled, notice-described, before Register and Receiv- Millor,
of Sedan, New Mexico, who, on ico
m(Tke Tfiree Vear. I'roof,
er, United States Land office at Clayton. March 20,
of
intention
made Homestead Entry, to establish toclaim
New Mexico, on the 18th. day of July, Serial No. 1915,
to tho land above,
019641. for SEty Section 8, described,
Register H.mK Receiv1918.
before
Township 21 N.. Range 36 E.. New Mex- - er, United States Land
Office at Clayton
Claimant mimes ns witnesses:
Principal Meridian, has filed notice new Mexico, on the 16th.
day of July.
John B. Willey, William T. tlatn, and Ico Intention
to make Threa Year Proof, 1918.
Hiram M. Livingston, all of Patterson. of
o establish claim to the land a Dove desNew Mexico, and John T. Sullivant, ot cribed,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register
Receiver,
and
before
Clayton, New Mexico.
Gaines. Frank Wormsbnker nnii
United States Land Office at Clayton, S. Joe
PAZ VAL VERDE
Renfro, all of Grenvllle. New Mex
Mexico, on tho 19th. day of June, co,J. and
Register. New
E. W. Priestcorn. of Grand- June 15 July 13, '18
1918.
view, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE
NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION
"Newton O. Waller, Grover C. Walkup. June 8 July
6, 'IS
Register
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land b loyd
K. Webb and Aubrey A. .Ham-macOffice at Clayton, New Mexico.
Sedan, New Mexico.
all
of
'
May 16, 1918.
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE Notice is hereby given that Mary,M. May IS June 16, '18.
RegiBter. Department of the Interior. U.'S. Land
ornee at Clayton, New Mexico.
Ruck, of Clayton, New Mexico, who, on
May 9, 1918.
March 15, 1H15, made Homestead Entry,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Serial No. "19Í99, for NWK. Section 24,
Notice is hereby irlven that Carl .Tnl.
21
MexRange
N.,
35
E.,
Township
New
lus Laubach, of Seneca, New Mexico,
ico Principal Meridian, has filed notloe Department of the Interin'.; U. S. Land who, on Nov. 25, 1914. made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. 018910, for the Etf,
office at Cluyton, New Mexico.
of Intention to make Three Year I'roof,
Anrll 25. 1918.
to establish claim td the land above
Section 11. Township 28 N., Range 34
hereby
given
William
is
that
Notice
Register
described, before
r... new Aiexco principal .Meridian, has
and Receiver
Burgess, of Clayton, New Mexico, filed notice
at Clayton, D.
of Intention to make Three
lntteil States Land Office day
HomeNew Mexico, on the 17th.
Year
of July, who, on ftprll 10, 1914, made
Proof, to establish claim to the
stead Entry, Serial No. 017730, for land above described, before
1918.
Retrlstr
SHNEU BV.NW14. NV4SWH, Section
Claimant names as witnesses:
United States Lanti Of- Soloman w. Ham, of. Beenham, New 4: SEÍ4NEV4, NESEW, Section 6, Twp. nce, at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
Mexico, Arthur E. Snyder, William F. 24 N., Range 34 E. New Mexico Princi
mn. oay otnam-ouiy,
lata.
s
of lnten
Ham and Albert Casida, all of Clayton, pal Meridian, haa filed notice
aa wit. esses:
i laimant
. . w . , ,v v j Li, ,,i iv i iinnn i in
New Mexico.
Wells K. McClarv. of Grandvlew. N.
xni
tablish claim to the land above describ- M.. and Donald B. Reed. A. U Hancock.
PAZ VAL VERDE
Register. ed, before Criarles P. Talbott. United and W. T. Hates, all of Seneca. N. M.
June 15 July 13, IK
States Commissioner, at his office at
PAZ VALVERDE
Clayton, New Mexico, on the 20th. day June 8 July fl. '18
OTICK FOR PUBLICATION
Register
Department of the Interior, U. H. Land or June 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
William A. Selvy, Warren E. Sim Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Mav 16. 1918.
Notice Is hereby given that Charles mons. A. J. Means ana John Al. Means,
ince at ciayton, New Mexico.
May 9, 1918.
J. I'unKe, ot 'momas, iew Mexico, wno, all of Clayton, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
Notco is hereby irlven that Alvah D.
on April 12,. 1915, made Homestead En
Register. Buis, of Patterson, New Mexico, who,
try. Serial No. 019b00. for NEVi: EV4- - May 18 June 1518.
on November 27, 1914, made Homestead
NWtt; NEÍ4SWV4; NW148EH, Section
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
31, Township z is., iturige 34
isew
ttniry,
serial is'o. 1)18915, for SE, Sec.
19, Township 25 N., Range 81E.,
Mexico l'rinclpal Meridian, has filed
New
notice of Intention to make Three Year Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Mexco Principal Meridian, has filed
of
Proof, to establish claim to the land
notice
intention
to
Year
make
Three
rsew
ornee at Liayton,
Mexico.
Proof, to establish claim to the land"
above described, before Register and
Anrll 25. 1918.
described, before Register and
Receiver, United States Land Office, at
Notice is hereby given that Guss above
Receiver, United States Land Office at
Clayton New Mexico, on the 16th. day Bernhardt,
New Mex- Clayton
ef Patterson,
New Mexico, on the 11th. day
of July, 1918.
12,
1912,
ico, who, on December
made
Claimant names as witnesses:
016311, of July, 1918.
Homestead Entry, Serial No.
C. C, Morgan, J. M. Carey, R. Stephnames aa witnesses:
Claimant
tJ'-i
NWH,
for SWH: Lots 3 and 4;
enson and J. A. Stephenson, all of Section
H. M. Livingston. 3.
15. Township 25 N.. Range 30 A. A. A. McCray, D.
'
O. Calvert, all of
Beecher
Thomas, New Mexico.
and
E. New Mexico Principal Meridian, haa Patterson, New
PAZ VAL VERDE
Mexico.
notice of intention to make Three
Register. filed
PAZ
June 15 July 13. ;18
VALVERDE
Year Proof, sto establish claim to the
Register
land above described, before Register June 8 July 6. '18
NOTICES FOR PUBLICATION
Receiver. United States Land or
'
NOTICB
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land and
PUBLICATION
flee, at Clayton, New Mexico, on the Department ofFOR
Office aX Clayton, New Mexico.
the Interior, U. 8. Land
soth. day or June, lain.
Office at Clayton,. New Mexico.
May 16, IMS.
namea
aa
witnesses!
Claimant
May 9 1918
'
Notice Is hereby given that Pat Abey-tk. Wllkerson. J. B. Wllley. W
hereby given that William
of Amistad, New Mexico, who, on F. W.Bernhardt
and B. C. Fromen, all P. Notlce'is
Muse,
Moses,
Feburary 2, 1915 and May 10, 1916, made of
New
of
Mexico,
who,
Patterson, New Mexico.
on June 1, 1916, made Homestead Entry
Homestead and Additional Homestead
PAZ VALVERDE
020236,
No.
Serial
81,
Entries, Serial Nos. 019316 and 020621, May 18 June
EV4
for
Section
Register.
1518.
Township 30 N., Range 36 E., New Mexfor NWVi Section 14, and SW hi Section
ico
Principal
11, Township 20 N.. Range 36 E... New
Meridian,
filed
haa
notice
NOTICE! FOR PUBLICATION
of intention to make Three Year Proof,
Mexico Principal Meridian, haa filed
ISOLATED TRXCT
to establish claim to the land above
notice of Intention to make Three Year
"C"
of
to
described, before Register
Proof, to establish claim
the land
Reo- -,
of the Interior, IT. 8. Land lever. , United. State Land and
Office, at
above described, before Charlea P. Tal- Department
Clayton.
New
Office
Mexico.
at
Clayton,
New
Mexico,
bot, United States Commissioner, at
On the 12th. day
February 11. 1918.
of July, 1918.
his office In Clayton, New Mexico, on
Notice la hereby given that, as diClaimant namea as witnesses:
July 16,. 1(18.
rected by the Commissioner of the
Henry Perkins, Walter Perkins. Geo."
Claimant namea as witnesses:
Office,
under provls Hall and Samuel Naranjo,
Joseph W. Koger, Jim Shepard, Ed- General Land
all of Moses,
to
R.
8.,r ..pursuant
the
of .iSec. 2455,
New
Mexico.
ward Rocker and Allle Brandenburg, all ions
,
,
.
T7
..ii...
PAZ VALVERDE
appiltaiiuu
i lanucii liana i- u rv . , a ui-i of Amistad, New Mexico.
boiii, New Mexico, Serial No. 020501, we Jun 8 July 6, M8
PAZ VAL VERDE
Register
nignest
Register. win oner at public sale, to tne11.56
June 16 July 13, '18
per
-- NOTICE
bidder, but at not less than
FOR
PUBLICATION
acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the 15th. la the Eighth Judicial District CoarK.
NOTICES FOR PUBLICATION.
day or July, nil, next, at mis oince, Wlthla and for Union Cou'j, N. M.
the following tract of land:
Department of the Interior, U. B. Land S'A8Wtt. Sec. 29. SEi8E14. Sec. 30, Porfirio Rivera, No. 8305
Plaintiff,
Township 1 N., Rang 33 E., N. M. P.
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
ve
Divorce
May 16, 1918.
Meridian.
tilde M. de Rivera, Defendant
not be kept open, but N The
Notice la hereby given that Vida
will
aale
The
above
herenamed
defendant
is
MexClayton,
New
Viola McArthur. of
will be declared closed when those
notified that a suit has been filed In
ico, who, on October 22, 1914, made present at the hour named have ceas- by
by
said
Court
plantífT,
Rithe
Porfirio
018o44,
Homestead Entry, Serial No.
ed bidding. The person making the vera, wherein he
asks for a decree of
for KVi Section 33. Township 24 N., highest bid will be required to lmmed- - absolute
dvorce
from
the
defendant,
and
MerPrincipal
Range 26 E. New Mexico
iatly pay to the Receiver the amoun that unless defendant enters or causea
idian, has filed notice of Intention to thereof.
her appearance In
Any persona claiming adversely the to be entered
make Threa Year Proof, to establish
on or before the 2üth, daysaid
of
claim to the land above described, be- above described land are advised to cause
July,
1918,
decree
and
fore Charlea P. Talbott. United States file their claims, or objections, on or Judgment by default by
theredefault
Commissioner, at hla office at Clayton, Deiore tne time aesignatea tor sale.
in will be rendered against her.
New Mexico, on the 17th day of June
PAZ VALVERDE
at Cluyton, New Mexico, June
1918.
Register 3 Dated
June 8 July 6, '18
1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
SEAL.
Juan J, Duran,
W. V. Ham, W. R. Haynes, If. p.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of the DUtrlct Court
Butt and J. A. McCune, all ot Clayton, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land June 8 JuneClerk
29 '18.
New Mexico.
X
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.

Register
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ARE UP

c

By Getting Your Farm Loan
FROM TUB

F. B. COLLINS INVESTMENT CO.
U B. KEI8ER, Dlit Hgr. uj Inspector.
BEST TERMS
BOOM

CHARLTOJÍ BUILDING.

.

M

CLAYTON, K. M.

Ths Bonding BMtoa U here, but before you build or make that addition to ywur Building See Us for the Beet In Lumber and all Building Material. Our Stock li Completo.

The Big TfO Lumber Co.
Clayton Jj
New Mexico
xm norma ose xouit kstimatb
lot
P. 8.1 Have Toa Bought a Liberty

BÍ OFFENSIVE

and bavh you moxet.

BondT

--

t

ni

Our Part in Feeding the Nation
Such Must Be Plan of Victorious
Army, Says Foch.
Allied Generalissimo Declaree Well Or

1,

-

'
s

"l

(8pclal Information Service, United States Department of
PLANT DISEASES AT MARKETS

Agriculture.)

ganlzed Reserves, Delivering Bludgeon Blow at Proper Time and
Place Will Destroy the
Enemy.
London. Victory can be won In the
end only by the army that takes the
offensive, and success In this depends
,w ft .
tt
i
on husbanding and. Instructing the reserves. So declares Generul Foch In
the weekly Journal, the Field.
"Modern warfare, to arrive at its
end and to Impose Its will on the enemy," General Foch says, "recognizes
only one means destruction of the
'404
enemy's organized forces.
i
"War undertakes and prepares this
destruction by battle, which brings
about the overthrow of the adversary,
disorganizes his command, destroys his
discipline, and nullifies his units as
far as their fighting power Is concerned.
No Victory In Defense.
"Our first axiom must be that to
achieve Its object a battle must not be
purely defensive. A purely defensive
r
bnttle, even well conducted, does not
result In a victor and a vanquished. It This Excellent Food Has Been Converted Into Waste by Disease Qerme Whose
Is simply a game that must be begun
Ravages Could Have Been Prevented.
over again.
"From this it Is an obvious corollary
that an offensive, whether started at
that the farmers of Kansas will not
the beginning of an action or whether
be able to save the wheat crop unless
TAKEN
It follows the defensive, can only give
they can get help from some of the
results, and, In consequence, must alsurrounding states." What Is true of
ways be adopted at the finish.
Kansas Is probably true of most of the
TO
"To maintain our position Is not
other wheat states. The department ot
synonymous with being victorious and
agriculture and the department of laeven prepares for a defeat. If we rebor, with fairly adequate funds availmain where we are and do not pnss to
able, are using their best efforts to
the offensive to fix the direction of at- Inspectors Detect Diseased Vege- solve the problem, which they undoubttack, to guard against the plans of the
edly will do. But the city people of
tables and Fruit Arriving at
enemy, and prevent him from carrying
the states Involved, by proper organout the samo maneuver, we must unDestination.
can help a
ization and
dertake to carry on and sustain numergreat deal. If they care at all for
ous combats, each with determined
more wheat bread and less war bread
aim.
during the next 12 months, they will
COUNTY
NOTIFIED
AGENT
IS
All Depends on Reserve.
help a great denl. If their patriotism
"But since there remains no doubt
Is at all manifest, not to say militant,
that decisive attack is the very keythey will help a great deal. For the
stone of a battle, all other actions Belling Value of Inferior Produot la nation to mature a wheat crop and
which make up a buttle must be enDecreased When Arriving on Marthen fall to harvest It would be exactly
visaged, considered, organized, proas bad policy as for the government
ket Steps Taken to Combat
vided with forces in the measure In
to mobilize and train an army and
Various Disorders.
which they will prepare, facilitate, and
then poison It
guarantee development of a decisive
To check the loss from plant disattack characterized by Its mass, Its eases In shipments which also means
AeaeaeaeaeAeaeaeAeaeaefcoA
surprise, its speed, and for which, In
'
consequence, It Is essential that there a loss of time, labor, material, and
PLANT FOOD DISEASES
the food products Inshall be the maximum reserve force transportation
spectora
staof
of
bureau
markets
the
possible of troops of maneuver.
You know something of how
"The reserve that Is to say, the tioned in most of the large receiving
the United States department of
prepared bludgeon Is organized and centers now keep close watch for
Agriculture protects America's
kept carefully Instructed to execute plant diseases on fruits and vegetables
100,000.000
consumers against
arriving
on
markets.
the
the single act of battle from which reproducts.
diseased
animal
Bad
Product Not Wanted.
sults are expected namely, the deDo you know that the departvegetables
are
Diseased
and
fruits
cisive attack.
ment is Just as vigilant In pronot wanted In the markets any more
8urprise, Mass and 8peed.
tecting the same consumers
on
when
carlot
farm,
and
than
the
"Reserves must be husbanded with
against diseased vegetable prodthe most extreme parsimony so that shipments arrive showing evidence of
ucts?
the bludgeon may be strong enough to plant diseases their selling value Is
That, anyhow. Is true.
make the blow as violent as possible. decreased even If none of the produce
But do not be too conceited
away.
In
must
Sometimes,
be
thrown
Let loose at the finían, without any
over
what the department is docrops,
very
like
perishable
lurking idea of saving them, with a the case of
ing for you.
well thought out plan for winning the berries or lettuce, there are serious
The department Is Interested
battle at a point chosen and deter- losses of food because the shipments
In
the consumer as an Individplont
loaded.
when
diseases
carried
mined, reserves are thrown in all toIn his personal welfare, In
ual
knowingly
no
shipper
would
gether in an action surpassing in vio- While
wholeseeing that he has
lence and energy all other phases of load badly Infected fruits or vegesome foods.
battle, an action with proper charao tables, such produce may reach the
But It Is also Interested In the
terlstlcs surprise, mass, and speed. markets In poor condition because the
population en masse In seeing
present
was
loaded
and
when
disease
All our forces really participate, either
that everybody gets ENOUGH
developed In transit. This Is espeby preparing It or by carrying It out.
food.
"In this, our supreme aim, we must cially true where shipments are made
Diseased vegetable products, of
not be deceived by appearances. Al- without providing proper ventilation
course,
are not good for the Inrefrigeration.
or
though theory falls when applied by
But there is another
dividual.
Steps to Combat Disease.
feeble hands and when accessories obelement When vegetables are
Whenever shipments of prodnce sufscure the main principle, history and
allowed to become diseased, In
reason show us that In battle there Is fering from plant diseases arrive the
transit or otherwise, and have
notify the
a single argument which Is worth while Inspectors Immediately
to be thrown away, the total supnamely, decisive attack, which Is shipper, and through the pathologists
ply of available food Is reduced
alone capable of assuring the desired of the department of agriculture the
by Just that much, and somecounty agent in the locality where
result the overthrow of the
body
has to do some more
originated
Is
shipment
the diseased
scrimping.
Instructed to take steps to combat the
Those are the two reasons
disease.
Inverted Point of Vtew.
why the United States departAlthough
Inspection
service
has
the
There was a rush of wind, a cloud of
ment of agriculture devotes a
dust, and the car rushed on, leaving been in operation ocly a few months
good deal of attention to prothe old gentleman sprawling In the as a part of the general Inspection
tecting vegetable foods against
department
certifying
in
work
of
the
D
up
and
roadway. He picked himself
diseases found at markets.
of
to
shippers
condition
carlot
the
dashed up to a policeman, yelling exshipments as they arrive at markets,
citedly :
ereáe6eáeáeeiSere6eAereiie
already it has resulted In the detecI"
me
knocked
down
motorcar
'That
J
In many shipments,
Your County Agent
The policeman took ont a business- tion of diseases
growers and plant pathhas
aided
and
forget
not
Do
Is
a
that
sort
there
like notebook and said:
ologists of the department In con- of deputy secretary of agriculture who
"Did you notice the number, sir?"
of disease;) and Is always ready to help you with your
"Tes," said the injured one. "It trolling the outbreaks
spreading
to other poultry problems. lie Is the farm
preventing
their
was number 66."
country.
demonstrator for the United States
Just then another policeman, who sections of the
department of agriculture. He Is comhad seen the accident, came hurrying
monly known as "the county agent"
Shortage of Harvest Labor.
up and said :
If there are young people In your
probagricultural
labor
Of
all
the
"No, no! The number's 09. This
gentleman was standing on his head lems confronting the farmers of the household he would no doubt like to
country at this time, probably the most enroll them In the clubs for poultry
when he noticed It I"
serious Is that of getting enough help raising which are carried on In most
harvest the wheat crop. In normal of the states. lie is a good man to
to
Work Thst Will Pass.
was a shifting population get In touch with and to keep In
Some young people are satisfied If times there
80,000 to S0.000 men who fol- touch with.
they are doing work that will "pass." of from
season from the
They are conscious of Its defects, but lowed the harvest
Thorough cultivation in the garden
North of the wheat belt.
South to
If these are passed over without a Floating the
labor Is no longer available Is of much greater value than artichallenge, they feel that they have to any such
great extent, and the mat- ficial waterlog.
done well enough. That is a mistake. ter of harvest labor, always a problem,
We cannot be perfect, but we should s now a more serious one. Mr. E. E.
Excessive clipping of young alfalfa
not be satisfied with Imperfections. Frlzell, the department of agriculture's often does more harm
than good.
Set your standard at the highest. See farm help specialist for Kansas, reyou
not
passes
does
that
that nothing
cently wrote: "After full and comAlfalfa Is hardy and long-liveBut
represent your best. Girls'
plete Investigation, I am free to say I It appreciates manure.
.

TheBuildingSeason

J

Will

j-
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MEASURES

PREVENT LOSS

TYPEWM

nnin
n

STATIONERY
and SUPPLIES
okwado Bond, featherweight In neat
box with folding flap lid, legal
ice. BOO
$3.00
Unglaxed Onion Skin, white for eee-osheets, in neat box with fold-fa- g
flap lid, legal sise, BOO
$1.60
"XLEAN-WBITB"
Ribbons, the beet
made for this ellmate, freeh stock,
guaranteed. Remington, Royal, Underwood, L. 0. Smith, In atock,
prompt aenrloe on all other makee,
aeh
91.00
"XLXAN - WRITE" Carbon paper,
thin, lasting, beet on the market,
ten eenta a aheet in email quantities, per dozen aheeta
f .78
INVINCIBLE" Pencil Carbon pas,
per. For salea books, tracing
etc Small quantities, fire
eat a sheet, per dosen
$ .50
nd

pat-tarn-

At THE NEWS OFFICE
Look to Tlve News Imprint

Wows

Printed Is "Bettor Printed"

Have Your Abstracts
Made by

BondedAbstracters
We Are Liable for Our Mistakes. A Surety Bond Stands
Squarely Behind Every Abstract We Make. If We Do
Your Work You Can Not Lose

Clayton Agency
Bonded Abstracters

Clayton

-

New Mexico

Read the "VILLAGE CRM" Column

t
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THE CLAYTON NEWS

If you Knew There Was to Be a Terrible Hail Storm Right In
Could you Do?
your Very Section What would you
Do?--wh- at

You can t cover your crops, neither
can you shield them from the cobble stones of the sky."

tt

ARTFORD
nn A M
.ill fii Jl ilj

S- oEven if you knew there was to be a
hailstorm- -a ruinous, raging storm-o- ne
that was bound to destroy your
couldn't
entire source of income-y- ou
do a thing to prevent it. No power
on earth could save your property,
and you know it.
Consequently, what's to be done?
You can't afford to run your business on a
basis, can you? You don't
wan't to feel that the harvest of
months of hard work may be swept
away in a few minutes, do you?
Of course not.
You may argue that the storm MAY
not come. Quite true; it may not-f- or
a day, or a week, or two weeks.
But when it DOES, then what?

There's only one safe answer:

"Hartford Hail Insurance"
II.

.

m,

REMEMBER
Foresight is the mother' of wisdom.
Don't delay. Insure your crops
now and be safe.

l'uil Particulars.

I 'oi'

that will completely ruin your crop ?
Are you going to undergo the suffering and worry that comes with
such a big catastropae?
Saye yourself all this. Insure ' your
crops. Protect your business. Protect your family.

Terms, Etc., Seo The

IMONCO. AGENCY
M'FADDEN & RIXEY
IN

YOl'H PHOTKCTION

lU'SIMCSS-FOi-

CLAYTON,

NEW MEXICO

.

Personal Paragraphs I
II. II.

1)V

03
05
07

I.rrclt
Priestly

II. C. AIcFadden
W. L. Blakcly
Charles Mitchell

0!
71
73
75
77

Committee

.

R. W. Isaacs,

OTTO-JOILNS-

Be.--

busi-.shi-

on

OTTO-JOHXSO-

X

fi-

v

300
500
1,000
300
500

HI

83
85
87
8!l
91

93
93
97
99

500
1,000
500
,500
1,000
500
500

'3(H)

300
1,500
500
500
500
1,000
500
500
500
750
300

2,000
500
500
500
500
2,500
500
3,500
300
3,500
1,000
500

OS

00
08
70.-

--

72
74
70
78
80
82

8Í
8(5

90
92

750
500
3,000
300
1,230
500

9Í
90
98
100

III

500
300
300
500
300

5.

100.
108.
110.

7'dvertisers
o

will find this
paper an excellent
medium in which
to display their
bargains and make
their wants known

:mnn

ii ii

ii.ii

ii

quotas assigned:
Dist.

Dist.

Anil.

2

I

3
5
7

8

'

10
12

li
K5--

.
...

18

20
22

2Í
20
28
30

32.
3i

30.
40

42....
44

40.
48
50

52.
54

50....
58.

59.
61

UNION CO. V. S. 8. COMMITTEE.

70

Union County, Xew Mexioo:
We, your committee appointed to
allott quotas to eacl school disrit
of L'nion County for the purpose of
raising the county quota of $228,000
in the War Savings Stamp campaign,
as proclaimed by President Wilson,
beg to report that the quotas have
been carefully figured with due re
gard to population and apparent
We
prosperity of each district.
submit the following report of the

a.

Otto-Johns-

Chairman,

War Savings Committee,

on

,

103
103
107

109

-

1

102-10-

QUOTAS MADE BY COMMITTEE

.ti

Otto-Johns-

s,

keep putting it off? Are you going
'
to wait and wait for the BIG storm

H.mlinui'd from First Pa(je)
rid No. One is barred from competition iu this contest, ami Hit'
Collins Back from Taos
jui'.i' money, totaling one hundred
Assistant District Attorney ('.. L.
dollars will p to tin' outlyinii
Collins
has returned from Taos, X,
Tin1
without any strings.
i!i'.e wen, il is tin- district:- - to do M where he has been attending the
Taos County term of district court.
with as the district pleases.
Donatio, of Sedan, was a
A.
friendly
in
Two learns will work
Clayton
isitor Monday.
opposition to each other in securJ.';v
benefit of our employees
the
The teams
ing pledges in Clayton.
stores will close
will he known as the Army and the the
afternoon at
every
Thursday
pledge
N.tvy.
1'pon making your
during
months of July
the
o'clock
team
of
the
a
memher
heroine
y.t'l
y.e; desire and a worker in that and August.
MEIl CO. 25
Neat bad- hr.iuch of the service.
mem
will be furnished the team
The Independent Order of Odd
bers, the Army color beinli red and Fellows of Clayton, Lodge Xo. 45,
11. II. F.rrett is challenges any other order in Clay- Navy blue.
to
commander of the land forces and! ton to a ball game in Clayton, pro-I- t.
ji
V. Isaacs is skipper of the good ,..,,,(is to go to the A. H. C. All
Clayton, upon which the navy ness houses will be requetcd to close
forces w ill do battlo.
for the game.
Wen Ogilvie, of Circnville. was a
Persons desiring to aid iu the
drive, or not underselling fully the Clayton visitor this week,
Dr. L. V. Ingram received a tele-ar- e
nature of the investment in W. S. S.
asked to call at headquarters gram this week requesting him to
for duty at Ft. Oglethorphe,
where their assistance will be
He basa commission as second
repted and literature ami other
vi" concerning the securities of- - lieutenant.
For the benefit of our employees
fered will be given tbein.
stores will close
Vui'inteer warkers to address en- the
every
Thursday
afternoon at i
velopes for mailing out this advertising matter tire urgently needed o'clock during the months of July
and August.
at ibis time.
MEIt. CO. 23
A meeting of the workers, and
Jesse L. Means, of Sedan, was a
others interested will be held at the Clayton visitor Thursday,
While
headquarters Monday night. Every- hero made arrangements to make
to
urged
attend.
one h
nal proof and had his name enterNOTICE.
ed on our rapidly growing mailing
Fur the, benefit of those who will list.
liavo chargo of the work in the difIce cream social at Snyder school
ferent districts, tbo Union County house Thursday night, June 20, all
War Savings Committee has estab- proceeds to go to the A. R. C. Every
lished its headquarters at the Pursel body invited.
store room ia the Scbleter block beAl. Lum after a pleasant visit to
tween the State Bank of Commerce relatives at Moses, N. M, rturncd
and the Simon Herzstein stores.
Miss.,
to his home at Yicksburg,
There will always bo somoono in Thursday.
charge and will give you all the information possible or they may be
Odd In the Arctlot
reached by calling telephone numThere U bettered to be an abundance
ber.
of iy d la thé Arctic, bat except on the
is ex- Yukon, and to a leaser extent within
Your heartiest
pected.
Actle Siberia, It hat not yet been exploited to any appreciable extent
Respectfully Yours,
ad-;O-

hail-storm-

REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT

i'hi.ss makim; iupid liKAim.vi

hail-storm- s,

you can protectt yourself against loss
caused by them. And the best protection you can possibly secure is an
insurance policy in the Hartford Fire
Insurance Company.
Let the "Hartford" assume "all the
risk. It can afford it. You cannot.
The Hartford has millions of dollars
of assets. You haven't. The "Hartford" will cheerfully guarantee you
against all loss by hail-storand do
it for a comparatively small amount
per year.
Now that you know how to protect
yourself against
what are
you going to do? Are you going to

INSURANCE

WAU SAVIXfi STAJIli IKIVE

dis-Iri-

If you cannot prevent

18,000
3,000
1,500
1,500
3,500
5,000
1,000
2,500
3,500
3,000
11,000
750
2,500
500
1,000
2,000
1,000
1,500
500
1,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
3,500
3,000
500
1,000
1,00
500
1,000

4

6
8
9
11
13
15
17

19
21

23
25
27
29
31

33....
35

37.
39.
41

43.
45.

47.
49.
-

51

53.
55
57

58.
CO.

' 02.

.L-

-

Ami.
$ 4,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,500
2,000
1,500
4,000
2,000
500
1,000
3,500
3,000
2,000
1,000
4,000
1,500
3,500
1,000
1,000
1,500
500
2,500
850
1,500
1,000
500
1,000
750
1,00
1,000
1,000

The First National Bank
of Clayton
Strong

Conservative

Clayton, New Mexico
P. S. IIAVE YOU DOT

A

THRIFT STASIP ?

i

